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Council to

With Weapon Assault
GRAND HAVEN

Selection Loses

(Special)

’

(Special)

-

The Board of Supervisors Tuesday
afternoon voted to establish a
branch office in Zeeland for the
county agriculturedepartment
The issue, which was hotly debated in Monday’s session, passed
by the narrow margin of Ifi to 14.
A substitute motion to have the
branch in Allendale lost 23 to 7.
An earlier motion which would
set up the office, without naming
a location, passed by an even narrower margin of 15 to 14.
The office will be in the Zeeland
City Hall and will eventually provide space for two marketingspecialists, one for poultry and the
other for small fruits and vegetables.

The

facilities

will cost V35

New Program Calls
For Tripling Number
Of Downtown Baskets

afternoon after allegedly firing a
25-30 calibre rifle at Daniel
Gamble of Grand Rapids. According to Gamble, he and a partner
were picking up metal, went to the
trailer home of Dersteen and asked
if he had any to sell. Upon being
informed he had none to sell the
pair left and when the Gamble
truck got dowm the road a short
distance they heard a shot and
saw Dersteen with
shotgun
aimed in their direction.Another
shot was fired, which lodged in the
right side of the truck.
The incident occurred shortly
before noon Tuesday.

City Council Wednesday night
appropriated 5525 for purchasing

Camp

In

Fires

Hunting Areas
-

LANSING (Special)
An
emergency ban on smoking and
camp fires in SouthwesternMichigan hunting areas was- ordered today by Gov. G. Mennen Wil-

Minister’s Son

light pole brackets for an addition-

al 70 to 75 hanging baskets to be
displayed in the downtown section

liams.

Fatally

Injured

.

Williamssigned the order in an
effort to reduce forest and grassland fire hazards during the small
game hunting season opening Saturday.
WilHams said the lack of rain in
the southern half of the Lower
Peninsula has "greatly increased”
the danger of fires in hunting
areas.
The ban doesn’t apply to urban
areas, not to people In buildings

Time and throughout
summer. Funds for the baskets In
and flowers will be forthcoming
from other organizations and indi- GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A
vidual donors. This would triple 17-year-old Grand' Rapids youth
the number displayed this year.
Park Supt. Dick Smallenburg was fatally injured In a two • car
expects to plant tulip bulbs In the crash early Saturday at thfe
baskets this fall and grow them rn- intersection of 144th Ave. and
der controlled conditions so that Leonard St. in Spring Lake town- or automobiles.
"The pheasant season In the
they will be ready for Tulip Time
ship.
during Tulip

Ottawa Crash

the

a

.

Skiing, Tax, Fees,

neict May. After Tulip Time the
Ronald Camminga, son of a
baskets contain greens and other
flowers. The basket, an innovation Grand Rapids minister, died in
for the 1956 season, evoked consid- Municipal Hospitalwhile under-

Licenses Aired

a

CENTS

Hanging Baskets

nesday afternoon.Bond of 5500
was not furnished and date for examinationhas not been set.
Dersteen was arrested Tuesday

Cost May Hit $100,000

GRAND HAVEN

Fags,

of assault with a deadly weapon,
when arraigned before Justice
Kent Hastings of CoopersvilleWed-

Explained to Board;

PRICE TEN

Governor Bans

70 Brackets for

manded examinationon a charge

Holland Harbor Needs

Buy

—

<

-

Allen Dersteen, 63, of Marne, de-

By 23-7 Margin

Hoiked Since 1872

18, 1956

Marne Man Charged

Allendale Site

V'

The News Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster for

area covered by the proclamation
opens Saturday, "he said. "It was
suggested that I cancel the season,
but I don't think we have to go

erable favorablecomment from going surgery for a basal skull that far.
'I! everyone cooperates,I'm
visitorsand townsfolk.
fracture. He had been brought to sure that there can be good huntThe
additional
70
to
75
baskets
At
the hospital by ambulance.
ing without causing the loss of any
will mean a basket on every lamp
CUTE CHIX
These Zeeland High School
council president Fred Veldhuis.Serving on
Young Camminga, in company of our forests or farmlands through
pole downtown as well as extendavailable.
coeds
will reign over the Homecoming
Queen Mary's court are front row, left to right,
Three definitepoints related to
ing this beautificationa few addi- with two friends,SUnley Pikaart, carelessness.
The board was informed that the
activitiesFriday night at the Zeeland-Sparta
Sharon Yntema and Mary Elzinga and back
"Just as soon as wt have, a good
the possibility of adding new laws
tional blocks.This year there were 17, and Dick RottschaeferK 18,
poultry specialistmay be availafootball game at Zeeland Athletic Field.
row, Kathryn Kole and Marilyn Vereeke.
rain, the ban will be ended," Wil37
baskets
hanging
on
alternate
or
amending
existing
ones
coverble sometime within the next month
both of Grand Rapids, were head- liams said.
*
Queen Mary Bloemsma, center back row, will
poles.
while the second man may not be ing boat operation on Michigan’s
ed for Bruce's bayou near Spring
Violation of the ban is a misbe crowned in halftime ceremoniesby student
(Prince photo)
Nelis Bade, one of the leaders I^ke on a hunting trip when the
hired until spring.
inland lakes were brough. out Weddemeanor, punishable by a fine of
of
an
east-end
group
interested
in
Both men will be shared by adcrash occurred.
525 to $100, or up to three months
nesday at a meeting of the Joint
developing a park and recreationit
it.
it
joining counties,the first with AlProsecutor James W. Bussard in jail or both, he said.
Interim
Study
committee
of
the
al
area
on
Fairbanks
Ave.,
reportlegan and the small fruits and veg.tid that he expects to charge
The Ottawa County Board of
ed considerable progress in collect- the driver at the other car, Robert
Will
State v Waterways commission in
etables specialist with Kent.
ing funds for playground equip- T. Avery, 20. of 1416 Fulton St., Supervisors Wednesday requested
Mayor Robert DeBruyn, a mem- Grand Rapids.
a delay in the opening of bunting
ment. Already some 5500 has been Grand Haven, with manslaughter.
ber of the Michigan MarketingAdSeven Holland boat owners were
season, by two weeks. The board
collected,a good share of the State police said Avery who was
visory Committee,earlier explain(or
amount coming in voluntarilybe- headed south on 144th Ave. ran a had not asked the season be caned to the board the need for pro- among the 40 persons who attenddied.
ed and the Holland delegation
fore Bade and some 25 others stop sign and hit the Camminga
viding office space for the two
In Van Buren County, supervistarted a canvassing program this car broadside.
men and the services they could brought out two of the points.
sors had paued a similar resoluCharles R. Sligh, Jr., discussing A snake dance and a bonfire
week.
With Avery was Donald J. Merprovide.
tion requestinga postponement
the water skiing situation, pointed will build up the excitemept,a
This playgroundequipment will gener, 20, of 106tt WashingtonSt.,
Holland’s Mayor Robert VisschZeeland Council Accepts
Several grass fires in Van Buren
out the tremendousgrowth of the football game with Sparta will probe
placed
on
the
city-owned
propowner
of
the
car.
Officers
said
er read a letter from the United
Local women who will call at
County
were causing some consport, but said he felt no amount
Bid
for
New
Cruiser
vide the thrills and the crowning
erty just e»st of the city where the two were so drunk and conStates Corps of Engineers which
hundredsof homes in the greater
of regulation could reduce the accern.,
two
ice
skating
ponds
were
defused
they
thought
they
were
travexplained the plans for improvecident rate. The suggested propos- of the queen and the presentation ZEELAND (Special)
One supervisor, A. J. Kane of
The Holland area for contributionsto veloped last year. Plans for a ball eling on US-31 in another car bements to Holland Harbor,
Columbia
Township, suggested that
als in the laws would require boat of her court will climax Zeeland Zeeland City Council Monday
Community Chest will gather in diamond also have been made and longing to Avery's mother which
Project B which calls for inowners to be responsible for all | High School’s Homecoming this night approved the bid of Dick
farmers post their land against
the
pair
had
been
using
Friday
considerable
g
ra
d
i
n
g
has
been
creasing the size of the turning
Civic Center at 7:30 p.m. tonight
damages and would require two weekend.
hunting if there is no delay In the
Yerkey, Inc., for a new police
night.
done.
basin and lengthening the channel
for a kickoff coffee kletz.
operators in each towing boat.
season.
miser.
The
Yerkey
bid
was
All
young
people
were
thrown
Mayor
Robert
Visscher
compliis nearing reality with Holland proThe two - operator proposal has I The students will parade selected over two others and de- Chest Campaign Chairman
out of the two cars with the exviding up to 560,000 of the total
met with disapproval on the through the main part of the city livery is expected within two James Taylor will preside and Co- mented the group for their civic ception of Pikaart. Rottschafer
interest
and
said
the
city
appreccost.
Chairman Ken Wheeler will exgrounds that the driver’sattention to the Tithletic field where they
suffered shock and a severe la
The second phase, known as could be more easily diverted if will stage a bonfire Thursday weeks.
plain campaign functions. Work iates what has been done.
The
only
other development in
ceration of the lower back. Pikaart
Councilman
John
Bellman
reProject A, would straightenthe en- « passenger were riding along.
kits
will
be
distributed
and
a
trainevening.
trance into the Lake Macatawa Sligh also said he would be op- The snake dance, led by a po- a somewhat quiet meeting was ing film will be shown. The meet- ported a satisfactoryarrangement receiveda cut hand. Both were
the police report which stated that
taken to Municipal Hospital.
from Lake
ing is expected to be fairly brief. for the Holland Kiwanls Club In
posed to any restrictionson the lice cruiser and a fire truck, will
Officers said the three Grand Aired at fleeting
It wiH be necessary lo aotfuire hours allowed for water skiing dur- start at the high school, at 7 p".m.i 590 had been spent for rental of General chairmen for the home the use of Civic Center for Boys’
radar
equipment.
An
estimated
50
Rapids
youths were looking for the
Club
activities.
Plans
call
for
prefthe seven private homes east of ing the daytime.
and will move down Centennial to
solicitation division are Mrs.
fmmonses for speeding had been William H. Venhuizen and Mrs. erential policy for such activities right road to Bruce's bayou when
the former Coast .Guard station
Central,
turn
on
Central
to
Elm,
The Holland Rural Area School
Another member of the Holland
on the south side of Lake Maca- group suggested that part of the and then go onto Main for the issued during the nine hours the Warren Westrate.
over single-date events on Monday, the crash occurred.They were Board Association held it« first
radar has been in operation and
riding in Camminga’s father’s car,
tawa for this project.
Officialdates lor this y e a
s Tuesday and Wednesday, but
meeting of the 1956-57 season at
money received from marine gas- final lap to the field. A mystery
Visscher said that local govern- oline taxes be set aside for the en- speaker, who is a well - known netted about 5385 to the city in campaign are Oct. 22 through 29, would preserve the present prefer- a heavy 1950 model. The car Federal School Monday evening.
Avery was driving was a 1951
mental units involved must give forcementof water laws and the sports figure, will give a pep talk. fines, the report said.
hut industrial and business division ence for basketball,concert series,
George Schutt of the Michigan Dethe federal government assurance hiring of enforcementofficersor, The pep band will play and cheerhome shows, etc. The conference model belonging to Mergener. partment of Public Instruction
leaders began work this week.
Both
cars were demolished.
that the property needed will be in Holland’s case, a harbormaster. leaders will be there to coordinate
The Single Solicitation Plan pro- brought out the difficulties Of
Dr. E. H. Beemin'i, of Grand spoke to the School Board mempurchased when necessary.The
gram was launched Monday, and scheduling the many events, and
The tax money is now used for the noise.
Will
Haven
served as meical exami- bers regarding transportationand
estimated cost was set at between harbor improvements and road
After their storybook win over
already three local firms have re- also determined that “B” League
finance.
ner. Troopers Charles Bush and
550,000 and 5100,000.
Hudsonville last Friday, the Chix
ported 100 per cent of their em- basketball is least harmed by
maintenance.
Schutt explainedin detail the
William
Hahn
of
the
Michigan
Park Township Supervisor Dick A third point brought out at the will be after their second straight
ployes signed up through the pay- flexible schedule since it can move
State Police are handling the in- state formula on reimbursement
roll deduction plan in which man- between Armory and Civic Center
Nieusma objected to the use of the meeting was issuance of operators’ victory after starting the year with
to
vestigationtogether with the pros of transportation coveringrural
south side in widening the en- licenses and boat registration. three setbacks.
agement matches contributionsof with less difficulty than the Boys’
students to their respective school
ecutor.
Senior Mary Bloemsma, a 17 GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the employes.
trance and suggesteduse of the Under the proposed changes, boats
Club.
The
Camminga
home
address
is and rural students to thA city
Mooi Roofing Co. and Holland
north side. He also said there would have to be registered and year - old brunette,will be crown- Gerhard Cornellissen,30, of 140
Some 15 minutes was devoted to 1144 Alexander, S. E., Grand Rap- school. He also explained about remight be damage resulting from inspected frequentlyfor their safe- ed by student council president West 10th St., Holland, who has Ready R(x>fing reported 100 per- discussionof a protest brought by
imbursement of transportationfop
high water.
ty. Members of the group were and drum major Fred Veldhuis at served nearly 12 years of his adult cent participationtoday. De Pree Eugene Batema, who operates the
physically and mentally handicaplife
in
prison,
pleaded
guilty
to
a
a
halftime
show.
Co. was the first to report 100 Netherlands Hotel, on “noise and
Visscher said the engineers had largely in agreementthat all boats
ped children.
Also honored at the coronation grand larceny charge in Circuit percent. That report came in rowdyism at River and Ninth
explQj-ed the possibilityof using should be registeredregardless of
Schutt spoke at length on taxawill be the four members of Queen Court Monday, and Judge Ray- Monday a few hours after supplies every night from midnight to 3 a.
both the south and north sides and length.
tion as It regards rural school admond
L.
Smith
sentenced
him
to
Mary’s
court,
one
of
which
was
Wv.re distributed.
recommendedthe south. The letResorters and persons who rent
m.” Batema’s petitionsigned by
ministrations and buildingproPersons who have contributedto about 20 persons requested that
ter was placed on file.
boats would then be assured of the chosen from each class. Marilyn the jurisdictionof the Michigan
grams and how the increased popHilmer Dickman, James Scott craft’s safety, the group decided. Vereeke is the senior representa- Corrections Department to be con- Community Chest at their place of Ninth St. between River and Cenulationin the urban areas' is for<y
and Peter Damstra were elected Whether a flat fee for all boats tive, Kathryn Kole comes from the fined in Southern Michigan Prison employment will receive a window tral be closed for parking between For
ing rural school boards to examine
to the Board of Canvassers for a or an adjustablefee dependent up- junior class, Sharon Yntema is a at Jackson for 2,,7 to 5 years. The sticker which they should display midnightand 5 a.m.
very carefully the tax structure.
sophomore
and
freshman
Mary
court
gave
no
recommendation.
at
home.
When
such
a
sticker
apon length would be levied was not
period of two years.
Batema spoke at length of the
A group of Holland children are Schutt said that according to staElzinga finishes out the beauties Cornellissen allegedly took 5240 pears in the window, home canvas- noise, screaming tires and profan- planning a "Trick or Treat for
The board went into a commit- discussed.
tistics 2,000 newly married coupfrom Rose Sewers in Holland sers will not call.
Don Jesiek of Holland said he who will surround the queen.
tee of the whole to discuss the
ity which he says goes on partic- UNICEF” this year. On Monday, les are adding 1,350 children the
Aug.
1,
1956.
He
had
been
paroled
Salutes
to
both
Sparta
and
ZeeHolland's goal this year is 506,- ularly on Friday and Saturday Oct. 29 young people of junior and
budget for 1957. A few increases felt the marine taxes should be refirst year to the school census and
were made including 510,000 for turned to the area from wfiich they land are scheduled by the Zeeland last June 22. His new sentence 050, broken down as follows: nights and demanded something be senior high age from First Meth- another 1,350 in the second year.
will
not
start
until
he
completes
High
band
for
the
halftime
events.
Camp
Fire
Girls.
59.465.60;
Muskthe county agriculturedepart- were collected.
done. He said there had been bet- odist, Hope Reformed and Third
Schutt spoke of problems to be
ment and 5300 for the circuit court The most positivelyagreed-upon The band will then play the alma serving whatever is requiredby egon Area Guidance Qinic, $1,100; ter cooperationfrom the police Reformed Churches will ring door- faced in any merger or consolimater
and
go
into a crown forma- the parole board. In pronouncing Visiting Nurse Association,$3,600;
point
was
that
there
is
a
need
for
reporter.
lately, but there should be more bells for treats of pennies, nickels dation of school districts.
sentence, the court said Cornellis- Council of Social Agencies, $500;
The budget which totaled 5795,- control, especially on the inland tion to honor the queen.
foot patrols,not cruisers. Mayor and dimes, not for themselves, but
James Harknes of the Michigan
sen
shold
be
thankful
that
the
new
The entire program has been
American Red Cross, $19,994.40; Visscher said Council could scarce- to help “all the world’s children.
259.08 was left- open until the lakes.
State UniversityDepartment of
sentence is less than life.
planned by the student council.
Boy
Scouts
of
America,
59,000;
Attending
the
meeting
from
HolUNICEF, the United Nations Community service spoke briefly
session in November following the
Disposition Monday followed an Salvation Army. 56,000, Michigan ly justify to the taxpayers of the
land and vicinity were chairman
general election.
city the expense of maintaining an Children’s EmergencyFund, last about the rural area school study
interchange of guilty and not guil- United Fund, 510,717; Prestatie
year provided milk, vitamins,med- now being made.
The board also okayed a re- George Van Peursem of Zeeland,
ty pleas. The man pleaded guilty Huis (AchievementHouse), 51,900; officer just to watch one corner.
quest from the Consumers Power Robert Homer, Verne C. Hohl,
City Manager Herb Holt pointed icine and care for 32 million chil
Don Williams was elected a
Aug.
30
and
then
changed
the
plea
administrativefees. 5773.
Co. for easementsacross a 40-acre William A. Vande Water, Ruben
out that a restaurant nearby is tW dren. The task of this organiza- member of the Board of Directgp.
to not guilty Sept. 14. On Monday
SSP expects to raise 532,500 this
Tromp,
Casey
Landman,
Don
tion is to assist underdeveloped
tract of county property near the
Carroll W. Norlin and his comafternoon he asked that his not year, approximatelyhalf of the only one which is open after midproposed site of the power plant. Jesiek,Dick Hoffman of Saugatuck
night in Holland, and people some- countries in their fight against dis- mittee arranged for the facilities
guilty
plea
be
withdrawn
and
bis
total.
and
Sligh.
ease.
such
as
malaria,
tuberculoWill
the
The board adjopmed until 1:30
times are noisy when they leave
and refreshments.
plea of guilty was accepted by the
sis, leprosy and yaws, and to help
p.m. Oct. 23.
(he restaurant,but this can scarcecourt.
Harold Ramsey, president,conprovide adequatenutrition for the
Paul Bagwell to Visit
Dollar*, for Democrats
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
ly be called rowdyism. He said
ducted the meeting and Mrs. Titus
children of these countries.
county’s 1957 tax rates will repolice have had stakeouts there
Parking to Be Limited
Holland on Saturday
The money contributedis Van Haitsma,secretary, recorded
Campaign Staged Here
main unchanged from those of 1956 Chitter-Chax Horizon
and have been particularlywatchmatched
by countriesreceiving the minutes.
the Board of Supervisors decided Group Plans Hayride
On Colombia Avenue
Ottawa County Republican ful and have to date found no vi- help at approximately two for one.
Holland participatedin the DolFriday in approving a finance
olations warranting a disorderly
Each penny put into a UNICEF Mrs. Jennie Stoel Dies
Chitter-Chax'Horizon group and Chairman George Van Koevering
Parking will be allowed on only lars for Democrats nation-wide committee report which:
complaint. The matter was referannounced
today
that
Paul
A.
program
Tuesday
and
Emily
Shaf.containerprovides almost 6 glassone side of the street on Columbia
Set the county equalized value their leaders,Mrs. Lester Klaasen Bagwell, Republican candidate for red to the city manager.
After Month’s Illness
es of milk; each dime, enough
Ave. from Ninth St. to 22nd St., fer, Democratic candidate for at $80 million and, equalized the and Mrs. Vern Schippermet at
It
was
generally
agreed
that
auditor general, will make a tour
vaccine to protect10 childrenfrom
according ‘to action taken by City county clerk, said the response tax roll to raise 5550,999.89,just the home of Sharon Van Eerden
Mrs. Jennie Stpel. 62, of 146%
of Ottawa county Saturday includ- limiting parking on Ninth St. on tuberculosis;each dollar, enough
was “tremendous.” She said no 11 cents less than this year, and Thursday evening.
Council Wednesday night.
FairbanksAve., died Tuesday evehours other than the regular 2 to
ing
a
stop
in
Holland
at
noon.
drugs to treat a leprous child for ning at the home of her sister
During the business meeting a
The action involved several sep- figures were immediatelyavaila- 5152,000 for the court house sinkVan Koeveringappointed Avery ^ a.m. closing would serve little three years.
discussion was held by the group
arate blocks since parking Is al- ble on sums collected.
ing
•
and brother - in - law, Mr. and
D. Baker general chairman for the purpose since there is abundant Last year more than a million
The program in Holland was a
ready limitedin some sections, but
The board recessed until Monday on a differentname. Dues we*
Mrs. Boyd Vander Ploeg, 116 West
offstreet parking there.
Bagwell reception in Holland and
children in 6,000 communities
light campaign, and Mrs.
the final result will be as follows: porch
after hearing a county road com- collected and a hayride planned.
The Holland Community Chest made a gift to "all the world’s chil- Ninth St. following a four • week
Officers for the coming year are Zeeland ..area. Plans are being
No parking on the east side from Shaffer said the dozen volunteers mission report that indicated the
illness.
made for a luncheon to which all was granted permission to put dren" of more than a half million
Ninth to 15th, bn the west side who went about the city were un- departmentmight require its 1957 Lynn Winter, president; Jane
Born Sept 9, 1894 in Holland to
temporary
banners
in
front
of
the
dollars.
from 15th to 19th, and on the able to cover all areas. Any per- appropriation this year due to Hansen, vice president; Sharon of Bagwell’s personalfriends in John Good Co. and the Sea rs
the late Mr. and Mrs. Mienard
the
Holland
area
and
party
wellson wishig to contribute shoudl "unforeseen expenses” caused by Van Eerden, calling secretary;
east side from 19th to 22nd.
Post, she is survived by the huswishers will be welcome. The lun- building Oct. 8 to 30.
Miss Carol Van Nail
band, Bert Stoel; three sort, HerColumbia Ave., a through street get in contact with Mrs. Shaffer the April tornado which devastat- Mary Kuiper, corresponding secA
letter
from
School
Supt.
Walter
cheon will be at Cummerford’s at
for many years, carries heavy (Mrs. Preston Shaffer), Frank ed the main garage at Allegan retary and Mary d e V e 1 d e r,
bert and James of Holland; MayW.
Scott
expressing
appreciation
12:15
p.m.
Cherven or Ernest Johnson.
Honored at Shower
and the need for a new garage, treasurer.
traffic. Besides being a main route
nard of Redlands, Calif., nine
to
the
fire
chief
and
his
men
in
Plans call for Bagwell to greet
James M. Hare, seeking reelec- recently constructed east of Fennfor employes of Holland Furnace
grandchildren;one sister, Mrs.
well-wishersat the Republican connection with the fire at Holland
A miscellaneous shower was giv/
Co. and Baker Furniture, Inc., it tion as Secretary of State, is ville on
Vander Ploeg and a brother,
High
School
was
referred
to
the
Mrs.
Fred
Berens,
7$,
en last Thursday evening in honor
headquartersat 11:30 a.m.
George Vander Hill.
has several commercial buildings, spending today in Ottawa county, Among the special appropriafire chief.
of Miss Carol Van Null who will
mostly
in Grand Haven and the tions approved by the board dur- Dies in Beaverdam
an elementaryschool and borders
She was a member of Sixth ReLaVern Rudolph was appointed be married this month. Hostesses
northern part of the county.
ing this week’s sessionswere: 5300
Hope campus.
History ol Carolinas
to the board of directorsof Tulip were Mrs. A. Qatema and daugh- formed Church and the Adult
HUDSON Vl£LE (Special)
for the Michigan Children’s Aid
Bible Gass. ^
Time Festival, Inc., for another ters Kathy and Margery.
Mrs. Maggie Berens, 78, wife of Told Sons of Revolution
Society,5400 for apiary inspections
Changes
Plea
three-year
term.
Fred
Berens,
retired
farmer
in
the
Rare Bird Sighted
Games were played and dupli- Funeral services will be held
5300 for the West Michigan Tourist
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Beaverdam area, died at her home
A
letter from the Van Raalte cate prizes awarded. A two-course Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at the Dyk-'
At
the
Monday
meeting
of
the
A rare whistlingcrane, estimated
and Resort Association and 5400
stra Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
Earl H. Picard, 60, Marne, paid
Tuesday afternoon.
Sons of the revolution,Dr. G. W. PTA thanking Council for install- lunch was served.
at six feet long, was reported seen
for- the Salvation Army’s EvanHenry Mouw officiating.Burial
550
fine
and
54.30
costs
in
MuniSurviving
are
the
husband;
six
ing
a
traffic
signal
at
17th
and
Van Verst presenteda paper on
Invited were the Mesdames Wilon Lake Macatawa shortly after
geline Home and Hospital.
will be in Rest Lawn Memorial
daughters, Mrs. Gerrit (Henrietta) the historicalbackground of the Van Raalte was read.
lis De Boer, Albert Siegel, Henry
noon today. The large white crea- cipal Court Tuesday on a charge
Gardens.
of
selling
fireWbrks.
He
had
pleadDe
Haan
and
Mrs.
Louis
(Grace)
Permission
was
granted
Swift
Carolinasand their part in the
Whelden, Louis De Boer, Sr., Wilture was swimming in the Central
Friends and relativesmay meet
Steenwyk. both of Hudspnville. RevolutionaryWar. Carleton B. and Co. for a 54-foot curb cut on lard Doren, Weiger De Boer, Gus
Park area, according to reports. ed not guilty June 27 and the trial Support Order Signed'
the family Friday from 2 to 4 and
was
set
July
24,
followed
by
sevtheir
property
at
Sixth
and
ColumMrs.
Nelson
(Jeannette)
Dekker
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Hutchins
led
the
discussion
which
De
Boer,
Ray
Van
Dyke,
James
Almost every year one of the birds
7 to 9 p.m.
eral adjournments. Trial wa$ sche- Circuit Jydge Raymond L. Smith of Beaverdam, Mrs. John (Ger- followed the presentation by Dr. bia.
is seen on Lake Macatawa.
Gray,- Marinus Smeenge, Paul
duled Tuesday afternoon but Pi signed an order Monday ordering trude) Vander Molen, Mrs. John Van Verst.
The city manager reported that Smeenge, William Dykens, Floyd
card changed his plea to guilty Donald Edward McDowell, 26, of (Alice) Dyk and Mrs.. Peter
The Sons of the Revolution met the C and O Railway has agreed Bower, Gary Datema, Murl Vene- Divorce Granted
Fire Damage Minor
and paid the fine. He allegedly 61 West Ninth St., Holland, to pay (Helen) Talsma, all of 'Hudson- at the home of Paul Henderson, to widen the railroad crossing suf- klasen, Rober^ Ver Plank, Louis
HAVEN, (Special)
A fire at the Leonard Holt- sold some fireworksto Howard 510 a week for the support of his ville; one son. Gerrit of Beaver- route 2. Hamilton. Presidingat ficiently at Kollen Park to permit Datema, James Van Null, Louis A GRAND
divorce
geerts home, 168 West 10th St, Earl Smallegan of Grand Rapids two minor children. McDowell was dam; 27 grandchildren; five great the meeting was Robert Crawford, two-way traffic in and out of the De Boer, Jr., Walter De Boer, Ottawa Circuit
Wednesday resulted in minor about June 20. Smalleganpaid 525 charged under the Uniform Reci- grandchildren;, one sister, Mrs. regent.
parking lot. Paving and landscap- Jack McMurphy, Herman Kam- temoon tt
damage to an upstairs closet. fine and costs in a Muskegon procal Enforcement of Support Gertie Gerrits oi Hudsonville; two Following the evening’s business ing will be donexby city crews with meraadr Larry Greyshiek and Winton
Cause of the blaze^jwas not kn- court for having fireworks in his Act, upon complaint of hi$ former brothers,Andrew Schut of Zeeland, and discussion,refreshments were the project scheduled for complet- the Misses Helen Dykens fed Barwife now living in Lexington, Ky. Ralph Schut of Hudsonville.
ion before next 'Tulip Time.
served by Mrs. Henderson.
bare Datema.
month and include heat, light andjanitorservice. The two specialists
will come from the MichiganState
University Extension Service when
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WINS POULTRY PRIZE —

Richard DIrkse, right, owner of the
Dirkse Leghorn Farm in Zeeland, last week was presented with a
trophy for his winning pen in the New York Random Sample Test
in Syracuse, N Y. The test was based on
two-year average
among about 35 of the leading poultry breeders in the country.
Milton Dunk, editor of the Poultry Tribune, is presenting the prize.

a

IB

Last-Second Touchdown
Gives Zeeland
HUDSONVILLE (Special)

BOW TIE RALLY— Gw. G. Mennen Williams
Thursday night was Hit keynote speaker at a
Democratic rally held at the Holland Armory.
Williams' stop in Holland was part of a swing
through southwestern Michigan.On the platform left to right were Dick DeWitt, master

ir*

of ceremonies; Jan Vanderploeg,George Clay,

Roy Hierholzer, Frank Cherven, Larry .Smith,
John Victor and Emily Schaffer, partially
blocked at right. All the county candidates
present spoke in addition to Clay, Vanderploeg
and Malcolm Ferguson. (Sentinelphoto)

it

Williams Raps Ziegler
In Speech at

Armory
An estimated350 persons were
on hand Thursday night to hear

FennviHe Records

Gov. G. Mennen Williams address
at a

Bow

Tie Rally at the Holland

Armory.

34-14 Win Over

Before Williams spoke, the
county Democraticcandidate briefly addressed the group as did the

HoDand Reserves

First

Win

Hearing abiUty of second
Holland public schools
was tested recently, t utilizing a new electroacoustic audiometer recently purchased by the
school system. Testing was tjone by Miss Anita
Samonte, left, who will continue to test students

and

-

Zeeland High School learned Friday night that if you die by the
sword often enough, you'll have to
learn to live by it.
The Chix, after twice being de-

f<l

HEARING TESTED -

Hospital Notes

fifth graders in the

In other grades as they are referred to her by
their teachers. Sally Wildschut is being tested
here and awaiting their turns are, left to right,
Dawn Van Ark, Judith Van Wyk and Nancy Van
Loo.
(Sentinelphoto)

Admitted to Holland Hospital

Thursday were Mrs.

Gordon

Visual Education Group
feated in the closing seconds this Bouws, 862 East ‘Eighth St.; Mrs.
Bertha
Kaashoek,
147
West
18th
year, scored in the last 10 seconds
Plans Fellowship Dinner
ona five - yard pass from Ron St.; Mrs. Lena Vugteveen, route 1;
The Visual Education Fellowship
Beyer to end Ron Komcjan for a Sandra Stewart, route 2; Johnny
This week is Fire Prevention touchdown which provided a 12-6 Koenes, 82 East 39th St.; Dennis
dinner meeting will be held WedTroost, route 4.
Week and Chief Andy Klomparens win over Hudsonville.
nesday Oct. 17, at T r i n i t y ReDischargedThursday were Mrs.
arranged a heavier program than
The victory gave Zeeland a 1-1
Workmen are racing toward formed Church. Audio visual equipEight applications for building
Graaf and baby, 3485 completionof the Ottawa County
ever before. There were lots of Kenewa League mark and the Silas
Butternut Dr.; Mrs. Eugene Lawspeeches,demonstrations,visits, Eagles a 1-2 league record.
ment
and
material
will be on dis- permits were received last week
Humane Society’s330,000 small anand goodnessknows what.
And the Chix method of winning son and baby, 360 River Ave.; Mrs. imal shelter, accordingto Oscar play at 4 p.m. and dinner will be by Building Inspector William
And to top it off, the department was the same used by Grandville Robern Hoatlin,643 West 32nd St.; Vanden Dooren, society secretary. served at 6 p.m.
Layman. Those applying were:
The Rev. Don Kliphardt of New
had more calls than usual. Of four and Otsego in stopping the Chix. Mrs. Kenneth Molengraff and
Vanden Dooren indicated that
B. J. Dalman, 321 West 21st St.,
alarms, three were minor and one Both foes scored in the final min- baby, 583 West 30th St.; Mrs. the new buildingis about two- York will be the speaker. He is
construct
new garage, Van Slooten
Ernest
Race
and
baby,
route
6;
in
charge
of
the
Evaluation
Service
seriously threatened Holland High utes while a last minute, first half
thirds completed and should be
school. Two were grass fires and run by Coopersville accounted for Louis Bell, route 2; Otto Schaap, ready for use some time during of the Department of Audio Visual and Nyhoff, contractors;cost, 3600.
Nyhoff and Van Slooten, 339
87 South 120th Ave.; Mrs. Robert
a third was a railroad car fire the other loss.
December. When finishedthe shel- and Broadcast Education of the
in which some oily metal drillings
The TD pass was the Zeeland's Borgman, 254 West 13th St.; Har- ter will accommodate 75 animals. National Council of Churches. Rev. West 31st St., erect house at 753
Ottawa Ave., self, contractors;
caught fire.
only way to score against the vey Godfrey, route 4; Sandra
Vanden Dooren said the road in- Cliphardt will speak on "The Vicost, $10,000.
Stewart,
route
2;
Dennis
Trost,
One fire didn't even bring an Eagles strong defensive line. The
to the shelter grounds off Bagley sual Education Fellowship New
M. De Feyter, 298 Van Raalte:
Look."
After
dinner
the
group
will
alarm. That was some smoldering first Chix tally came in the second route 4.
Ave., off US-31, eight miles north
tear
off wooden porch and replace
Hospital
births
include
a
son,
preview
the
film,
"The
Christmas
waste down a gutter near Model quarter on a Beyer to John
of Holland, is being built by the
with cement steps; Gerald HoekSpirit."
Drug which sent a lot of smoke Bloemendaal fourth down six-yard William J., born Thursday to Mr. county road commission.
The Holland Audio Visual Aid stra, contractor; cost, $300.
through the grating. Klomp called pass climaxingan 80-yard drive. and Mrs. Justin Vander Zwaag,
With the masonry completed and
Bert Gilcrest, 136 West 13th St.,
the station from a restaurant and A Beyer to Komejan 16-yard pass 177 West 14th St.; a son, Michael the runs installedwith their tall Association has been asked to form
remodel basement, Frank owens,
Allen, born Friday to Mr. and
an
evaluation
committee
for
films
a pumper poured a little water was the key play.
wire fencing,the shelterhas taken
contractor;cost, $1,500.
down the drain.
Beyer, who had himself a mighty Mrs. Marvin Den Bleyker, 6835% on the look of a going concern. and film strips for religiouseducaRay .Kemme, 79 East 30th St.,
good night, intercepted a pass on Riley St., Zeeland;a son bom to- When completed the public will be tion. Those selected for this comput roof over sidewalk along side
day
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerald
Van
mittee
will
be
called
and
are
asked
A person can scarcely be blam- the Hudsonville40 which set up
urged to visit the shelter.
to meet at 5 p.m. Wednesday just of house, self, contractor;cost,
ed for a lack of enthusiasmwhen the winning Chix score. A 15-yard Tubbergen, route 1.
Zeeland
Hospital
before the VEF dinner at which $50.
he must pay a traffic fine.
penalty helped and another 15-yard
Carroll Meeuwsen, 39 East 16th
Births at Zeeland Hospital last
time Kliphardt will acquaint them
MunicipalJudge Cornelius van- pass play from Beyer to Komejan,
St, enclose rear porch, Klies and
with their duties.
der Moulen has a nice little sys- was completed with 53 seconds week include a son, John Allen,

Work Progresses

Eight Request

On Animal Shelter

Bidding Permits

De

Democratic candidatesfor state
and national office.
A cheering crowd heard WilHolland High’s reserveswere liams accuse State Highway Comtrounced 34-14 Friday night at missionerCharles M. Ziegler of
about the same time the Dutch “day-to-day” highway planning and
varsity was winning by an almost construction.
The governor said the state's
identical score at Dowagiac.
lag In highway construction is
The Fennville Blackhawks did not due to a lack of money.
the damage to the reserves before
bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
“The real reason,” he said, “is tem when people hedge at the out- left.
Anyone interested in Audio Vi- VanDerHulst, contractors;cost,
300 fans at RiverviewPark.
that our GOP highway commis- lay of cash and seek to pay the
sual Aid for religiouseducation is $250.
Hudsonville scored in the second Reynold De Kleine, route 3, ZeeAllen’s Radio Shop, 230 River
invitedto attend the Visual EducaFennville, featuring a powerful sioner plans and programs his the fine on installments.
quarter. Zeeland fumbled on their land; a son, Robert Dale, bom Friconstructionwork on a day-to-day The judge considers such a re- own 13 and Ralph Veltema recov day to Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Van
tion Fellowship dinner. Reserva- Ave.; construct addition to rear
big defensive lint and speedy,
of store; A, Postma, contractor;
basis, which shifts and veers with quest and says, "Well, I think ered. Jigs Vruggink swept the end Nuil, route 2, Holland.
Permits totaling 380,389 were tions should be in by Monday.
quick backs, showed right from the
Births this week include a son, given out during Septemberby
cost. $3,000.
every little push he gets from we’ll be able to work something for five yards three plays later
first play they were “up and rar- local Republican road politicians.”
John
Allen,
bom
Sunday
to
Mr.
William Beebe, 600 Lawndale
All
of
the
conversions
were
Building
Inspector
William
layout for you. Now if you'll just
Ct, screen rear porch and insulate
ing to go” and scored in every
The governor said Ziegler hasn’t leave your operator’s licensehere missed. The Hudsonville kick was and Mrs. Earl Mulder, route 2, man’s office in the City Hall. Fees Catholic Women Name
quarter.
garage ceiling, A. J. Cook Lumber
finished one complete modern until your fine is paid in full. . " low while the Zeeland kicks were Zeeland; a daughter, Betty Susan, amounting to 3291 were collected Committees for Project
born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. for three types of permits that
The victory was Fennville'sthird highway during his 13 years In
Co., contractors; cost $600
The conversationseldom goes low.
against two losses. Holland now office and said "the result of any further.
An organizational meeting of
Each team threatened seriously James Alles, Byron Center; a were issued.
has a 1-4 record and has dropped these ‘Ziegler zig-zags’ through
one other time. The Eagles took daughter, Beth Ann, bom Sunday In all, there were 82, applica- committee chairmen and assisfour straight
the countrysideis a planner's The Chamber of Commerce has the opening kickoff and drove to to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Arnoldink, tions. Thirty - seven were for tants' for the second annual St.
Mickey Morse and Jerald Stean- nightmare.”
Zeeland; a son, Rodney J., born building permits and as many for Francis de Sales bazaar was held
received a communication from the Chix 15 and Zeeland marched
burg scored twice for the winners
“Unlike
GOP opponent Rotterdam, the Netherlands, ask- to the Hudsonville five in the third Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Roger heating permits. Eight applica- at the school Monday evening.
and Denny Morse once.
Krikke, route 1, Zeeland.
(Cobo) I don't have to defend,
tions were for sign permits.
Mrs. John Zych is chairman and
quarter.
Mickey Morse, quarterback, embrace or support the Republi- ing that families originatingin Statistics
Analysis of the building permits Mrs. Norman Gibson is co-chairRotterdam
or
near
there
be
inscored the first TD on an option can road building record,"Wilshows that only two were for new man for the event, planned at
I
Busy Bees Organize,
from two yards out with seven liams said, "and thank goodness formed of a program to raise
houses, while 21 were for repairs Holland Armory Nov. 14.
First downs ............ 15
funds
in
increase
the
size
of
the
minutes left in the opening period. for that, because the record is
and improvements. Gasoline sta- Serving as committee chairmen J. P. Leland & wf. to Marcel
Elect New Officers
Yards rushing ........ 181
Children’s
Hospital
in
Rotterdam.
Then in the second period, with awful.”
tions and garages accounted for and assistantsare: the Mesdames A. Van Bergen Lot 65 Frazer &
Yards
passing
..........
75
The
Busy
Bees
of
W
a
v
e
r
1 y
Considerable information was ensix minutes remaining. Steanburg
School met Thursday afternoon to 326,700 of the total as nine appli- Clarence Zone, William Zych, War- Gilleland Plat Twp. Spring Lake.
Total yardage ..........256 I
closed,
with
the
promise
of
more
cracked up the center from the two
cations were received.
John Franzburg to Frank Kars
organize a sewing club.
ren Nysson, Ihrma Knapp, James
Passes attempted ...... 10
details, if desired.
for the score.
Nine permits totaling 39,839 Knapp, Lawrence Mitten, John & wf. Lot 128 Essenburg's Sub.
Officers
elected
were
Margaret
Passes completed ....... 7
Jerry Smith converted after both
Fought, president;Betty Prins, were issued for additions and al- Bagladi,Jr., Philip Frank, Earl No. 4 Twp. Park.
A three column picture of Prof, Passes intercepted by .. 1
touchdowns.
Russell Verplank& wf. to James
vice president; Sandra Kragt, sec- terations,seven to houses and two Wright, Frank Bagladi, Bernard
Fumbles
................
4
and Mrs. Arthur Svihla, both of
Steanburg sailed through the
retary; Wanda Fockler, treasur- to other buildings.
Donnelly, Jr.. Robert Boyce, Gary W. Bussard & wf. Lot 32 Falls’
middle with five minutes left In
whom
have
doctor's degrees in Fumbles recoveredby , 3
Time to welcome some newer; Carol Kragt, reporter, Barba- There were no applications
Bolte, Jr., Glen- Klopfenstein, Add. to Spring Lake.
zoology, appeared recently in the Punts .......... .........3-86 3-99
the third from four yards out for comers to Holland again.
demolition permits.
ra
Rozema
and
Nancy
PlaggeJoseph Lang, Robert Wyngarden, Lewis W. Reghel & wf. to Leon
Penalties ............... 45 20
the third Blackhawk tally and the
Warner & wf. Lot 6 Block 12 VilMr. and Mrs. Robert Wiles of Seattle Post - Intelligencer,about
mars, game committee. Leaden
Irvin Heyniger,Rollin Bush, Kenconversion was missed.
their world travels and their inlage of Ferrysburg.
Pittsfield. Mass., have moved to
are
Mrs.
Dennis
Steinfort
and
Mrs.
neth Hall, Max Marcotte,Martin
Man Seeks $5,000 (or
Still in the third period with two
Paul H. Mastenbrook et al to
41% East 14th St. Mr. Wiles is terest in oriental art. Dr. Svihla Hope Church
Jake Zuidema.
Schoen.
minutes to play, Mickey Morse
is a brother of Mrs. Edward MorJames Woodbridge & wf. Lot 35
with General Electric.
Two
Broken
Fingers
Meetings
are
held
every
TuesAlso
Mesdames
Wallace
Van
sneaked through the Dutch line for
lock and Mrs. Mary Corran of Club Opens Season
Evergreen Park Sub. Twp. Spring
day after school.
GRAND
(Special)
Regenmorter, Roy Wymore, John
seven yards and the fourth TD. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sessions and Holland. His mother, the late BarLake.
twin
sons, 6%, of Waynesboro,Va.,
Suit has been filed in CircuitCourt Van Duesen. James Fitch, Goldie
The
Women's
Club
of
Hope
Smith ran the extra point.
bara Svihla, was hospitalized in
by Sly H. Gibson who is seeking Almgren, Frank Klann, David Gilbert Tripp to Fred F. TrapDenny Morse took a pitchout have purchaseda home at 68 East Holland Hospital'6% years before Church held its first dinner meet Halloween Party Set
pany & wf. E% SW% ftE!4 Sec.
30th
St.
Mr.
Sessions
is
plant
35,000 damages from Lionell King
ing of the year Thursday evening
from brother Mickey in the fourth
her death some years ago.
The 19th annual community - of Holland township for injuries Scobie, Jay Mulder. Charles Jac- 2-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
at the church. Mrs. E. James Esquarter and raced over from the manager at General Electric.
wide Halloween party for Holland allegedly received Sept. 23, 1956. ques, James Taylor, Kenneth William Van Dyke to Helen Van
Mr. and Mrs. Myles E. Runk
senburg, president, welcomed the
four for the final touchdown. Smith
An
unusual
atlas called "Illusarea childrensponsored by the According to Gibson, King Wheeler, Joyce Wayman, Philip lyke et al Pt. SE% Sec. 20443
end two daughtersof Tecumseh,
again converted.
guests and presided at the short
Miholich, Joseph Fabiano, Earl
trated Historical Atlas of Ottawa
business meeting. Mrs. Vernon Junior Chamber of Commerce will threatened to whip Gibson’s 15- Helmers, John Hoyka, Peter Hey- Twp. Georgetown.
Dave Bonnette, Holland quarter- have purchased a home at 139
and Kent Counties, Mich., 1876,
George Wolfert et al to William
be
held in the Civic Center Wed- year-old son on that date and in
Beech
St
Mr.
Runk
is
a
teacher
Ten Cate conducted devotions.
back. moved from the two with 30
dens, Eugene Maurina, Francis Wormmeester & wf. Lot 4 Cottonturned up in the sentineloffice a
The tables and room decorations nesday, Oct. 31, according to Jay- the argument Gibson charges King Nash.
seconds left in the first half for at Holland high.
wood Heights Sub. Twp. GeorgeThe Rev. and Mrs. CliftonLeth- few days ago, courtesy of L. J. featured the harvest scene, ar- cee president John Fonger, Fong- tried to run him over. As the
Holland’s first score. Russ Prins
Also Mesdames Jules De Puydt, town.
(Jim)
Mulder
of Coopersville.Of ranged by the hostesses with Mrs. er said the profits from the Civic elder Gibson got into his car King
converted. The TD was set up on erer have moved to the Wesleyan
Peter Blauwkamp & wf. to John
special interest was a plate of Russell Welch as chairman. Mrs. Center concessionwould provide allegedly threw bricks at him, one Charles Midle, Theodore Jungblut,
a long 28-yard pass from Bonnette Methodist parsonage at 209 West
Hector Munro, William Ross and Teune & wf. Lot 8 John Schut Add.
Hope
College
showing
old
Van
funds
for
the
party
this
year.
In
hitting
Gibson’s
hand
and
breaking
to end Ron Dorgeio.
Maurice Brower gave an interest15th St. The Letherers who come
the Misses Billie Nelis end Elaine Village of Hudsonville.
.Joe Gutierrez, Dutch halfback, from Coldwaterhave two sons, 19 Vleck hall as the most imposing ing and informative talk on interi- past years the Jaycees operated two fingers.
Sena Vander Laan to Russell A.
building among the groves and or decorating.
a dime plank for donations.
Gibson, a carpenter for a Hol- McFall. Men on committees are
scampered around end for three and 14.
Chester Kowalski, Richard Jan- Victory & wf. Pt. NE!4 Sec. 24smaller
frame
buildings.
land
company,
charges
he
lost
10
yards and the final Holland tally Mr. and Mrs. Philip Wanroy of
The November meeting will be
Trucks and buses accounted for weeks’ wages at 3145 a week, plus elle, Earl Helmers, Philip Mihol- 6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
late in the fourth period. He then Kalamazoo are living at 740 Linguest night and will feature "FaRobert H. Maat & wf. to John
Laff for the day . .
almost
one-third of all revenues medical and hospital bills. He is ich, John Zych, John Mrok, Jr.,
ran the extra point.
shions
in
Skit
Form"
under
the
coln Ave. Mr. Wanrooy is in the
Max
Marcotte, Martin Schoen and H. Maat & wf. Lot 49 Legion Park
Definition:
Autumn
color
collected
by
the
New
York
State
asking 33,400 for pain and sufferBob Teall stood out on offense trucking business.
direction of Miss Ethelyn Metz
Sub. Twp. Hollsnd.
Eugene Maurina.
Thruway Authority in 1955.
ing and future disability.
for Holland and Jan Nienhuis and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard B. Keruger Mother Nature blushing before she and Mrs. Ruth Steininger.
Serving
on
special committees Marvin D. Israels & wf. to John
sheds
her
clothes.
Russ Prins, were best defensively.and son are living at 311 West 2Lit
are Mrs. John Hudzik and Mrs. Franzburg Lot 151 Essenburg's
Ii
Statistics
1
1
St Mr. Keruger is a teacher at
If
James Napier, publicity; ^Mrs. Sub. No. 5 Twp. Holland.
F Christian High.
Frank Schwarz, posters; Mrs. Lawrence R. Weber & wf. to
First downs .....................
13
Mr. and Mrs. Paul K. Kline of
Earl Wright, distribution; Max Justin Saggers & wf. Lot 79 River
Yards rushing- .......... 115 210 Cadillac are living at 30 West 19th Legislators
Marcotte and Eugene Mturina. Hills Sub. No. 3 Twp. Holland.
Yards passing .......... 35 41 St. Mr. Kline is a salesman at
Louis D. Davis & wf. to L. H.
signs; Ted Jungblut, pictures; EdTotal yardage .......... 150 251
Western Foundry.
Holdeman
& wf. Pt. Gov’t Lot 1
ward and John Vroski, public adPasses attempted ......
g
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hosta and
Sec. 16-8-16 Twp., Spring Lake.
dress; Mrs. John Zych and Mrs.
Passes completed ......
2
five children of Dearborn are livNorman Gibson, tickets and priz- Henry Ten Brink & wf. to John
Passes interceptedby ..
1
ing on route 6. Mr. Hosta is with
es; Mesdames R. C. Gordon, Franzburg Lot 20 & pt. Lot 21
Fumbles ................
2
Holland Rotary Club had as
Block 2 Marsilje’s Sub. City of
Bohn Aluminum.
Qetus MeriUat, Phillip Singleton, Holland.
Fumbles recovered by .
2
speakersat a noon luncheon
Louis Hohmann and Kenneth Milton L. Hinga et al to Henry
Punts ...................
3-79 2-60
Thursday at the Warm Friend
Penalties .............
10 55 The DAR window display in con- Tavern State Senator Clyde GeerO’Meara, decorations; Irvin HeyBast & wf. Pt. Lots 11, 12 Block
nection with Constitution Week
niger, auctioneer;Mrs. Gilbert 48 City of Holland.
lings and State Representative
last month at the Penney store
Bussies, Jr., Mrs. Leonard MarGeorge Van Peursem. They were
John Martinle & wf. to John H.
Ladies Aid Society Sees
had a few interestingrepercus- introduced by program chairman,
clnkus, Mrs. G. E. Bishop and Jansen & wf. Lot 26, 27 Block G.
sions.
Mrs. Gil T6rs, donations, and Mel- R. H. Post’s Park Hill Add. City
'Masterpiece Dolls'
Fred Coleman.
One woman walked into the Rather than present formal
vin and Warren Victor, clean-up. of HoUand.
Mrs. James De Free of Zeeland store and Wanted a pair of velvet talks, the two legislatorsopened
Raymond Van Haitsma & wf. to
presented and described her col- torreador pants. She was inform- the meeting to discussion of ques
Peter De Witt, Jr. & wf. Lots 22,
JCC Auxiliary Honors
lection of “MasterpieceDolk” at ed the store didn’t stock them, but lions from the floor.
23, 24, 25 & pt. 26 SchUleman’s
a Juncheon meeting of the Ladies she said, “You have them in the
Sen. Geer lings emphasized that
Add. Twp. Holland.
New Members at Dinner
window.
She
referred
to
the
velAid Society of Hope Ownch Wedas voters, “we should encourage
Stella A. She
win to Glenn
vet breeches on the little boy.
nesday afternoon.
The Junior Chamber of Com- Hinkle Sr. & wf. Lots 73-76 incl. &
all our representatives in governAnother
man
turned
in
to
say.
Mrs. De Free’s dolls are commerce Auxiliary had a potluck 103-115 Incl. Burchell & GiUelands
ment, when reporting back to the
pletely handmade copies of famous "That's a good display. Why don't people, to express their own honest
upper at Grace Episcopal Church Plats, Twp. Spring Lake. Pt Gov’t
masterpiece portrait paintings you keep it for a month?”
parish hall Thursday evening Lot 2 Sec. 9-8-16.
views and not just the news as we
The speaker was formerlyan art
honoring new and prospective Jay H. Grebel et al to William
would like to hear it."
Somebody asked us the other Questions from Rotarians led to
teacher and Supervisor of Art in
members, Mrs. Gordon Cunning- Gavine & wf. Pt. Lot 33 Bay View
the Grand Rapids public achools day if the BPW was making any discussion of the future road proham, Mrs. Roy D Bolt, Mfs. Ro- Plat, Twp. Park.
The luncheon in the parish hall progresson fluoridationof Hol- gram In Michigan,state program
bert Rescorla and Mrs. Chandler Roy W. Curtis Sc wf. to Alvin R.
was in charge of Mrs. H. K land's new water supply. We ask- tor retarded children, Michigan
\
Elenbaas Sc wf. Pt. Gov’t Lot 4
.Alexander and Mrs. Charles Drew. ed the board and they said they state taxes, pros and cons of elim
During the business meeting, Sec. 36-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
decided not to approve fluorida- inating elective offices to make
plans were discussed for the 1957
John Henry Jansen to Bernard
tion of the water supply while them appointiveand possibilities
right: John Lam, Pgul Barkel, A1 Petroelje and
SUCCESSFUL HUNTING TRIP — A total of 13
Junior Chamber of Commerce Windemuller& wf. Pt. SW% SW%
Marriage Licenser
larger users are opposed to it.
Don Brower. Others In the local group were
Holland archers, all members of the Holland
Auxiliarypolio danfce, and Mrs. 33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
of vocational trainingfor unem
Ottawa County
Charlie Meyer, Juke Ten Cate, Gene Hiddinga,
Archery club, headed north with the opening of
Robert Rescorla was appointed Alfred McClure & wf. to Jessie
ployed workers.
Kenneth Vork, H, route 2 HolThe Sentinel pulled a botvboo Van Peursem closed the discus- the bow and arrow deer season in Michigan’s
Lee York, Jerry Kline, Nick Havinga, ^Bill chairman for the annual auxiliary House Lot 11 McClure’s Sub. Twp.
•nd Hazel Nybof, 23, route 5, this week. A headline read “Hol- sion by encouragingeach member
Brown, Mel Jousma and Wayne Harrington. The
Upper Peninsula. The group Wiled six deer, with
Wright.
needy family project
Marine Goodin, 21, land Fire Was 75 Years Ago." It to become more Active In caress- three of the kill, a button buck and two does,
group hunted in the McMillan, Newberry and
The next meeting, to be held at
Haven, and Lenora Eait- should Save been 85 years. Some- ing his own basi<|bellefsin regard
shown here. This group of four include left to
Seney regions. The season runs until Nov. 5.
Grace Church Nov. 8, will feaAbout 63,-per cent of Iceland’*
body *btracted wrw*.
.(Penna-Saa Photo)
ture a toy demonstration.
to all state and ntional Issues.
area is unproductive.
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Buys

Conference
Added

Facilities

"Jesus Is Lord” was the theme
for the second annual fall conferThe 7-Up Bottling Company of
ence of the Women’s Missionary Western Michigan has moved its
Union of Zeeland Classis last Wedcooler and vender department innesday at Hamilton Reformed to new quarters at Ninth St. and

Bussards Report

m
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Humane Society Asks

Church.

For Appropriation

Central Ave., the former Nash

The large afternoon

.audience
garage and showrooms.
heard a message by Lambert EkTo Operate Program
James A. Hallan of 60 East 28th
stcr, ' who recently returned from
St., assistant general manager of
the South Sudan, Africa, where he
.GRAND
(Special)
the Company and directlyin
By sf vote of 19 to 11, the Ottawa served as a short term missionary. charge of the company's cooler
He told of the life of missionaries
county * Board of Supervisors in the Sudan and the problems and vender facilities said, "The

HAVEN

.

-

Thursday afternoon approved a they face. He challenged the public demand for mechanical
vending equipment has grown rappetition presentedby Ferrysburg women to support the mission proidly in recent years, particularly
gram
with
their
prayers,
finanresidents for a public vote Dec. 4

m

In industry at on the job locations.

cial aid, etc.

Everyone is also aware of the inMrs. H. Lenters of Beaverdam creased amount of highway travel
led the afternoon devotions and these days, where venders of all
Thursday’saction followed four the Rev. E. Viening of Dunningsorts of merchandise compete."
days of consideration on the is- ville sang a solo. Mrs. H. Koop of
sue which flared in open discussion North Holland gave the offertory The 7-Up cooler and vender defor an hour at the opening meet-, prayer. Mrs. J. Brink. Jr., of partment was previously located
ing of the board Monday after- Hamilton, gave the welcome and within the main 7-Up bottlingopnoon. At that time, proponents and closing prayer Mrs. M. Ten Brink eration at 99 River Ave. The
SERVICE AWARD
Chamber of Commerce President A. G.
department location will
opponentsgave full expression to and Mrs. M. Kaper were pianist
give
the
needed room and offers
Sail, left, presents an award for service rendered to retiring
their feeling. Most of the opposi- and organist.
downtown display window’s where
PresidentGeorge Heeringa at the monthly meeting of the
tion came from a group of reAt the evening session,the first the company'svarious lines of coolChamber of Commerce Monday night in the ^Chric Center. In
sorters on Lake Michigan.These
speaker was Mrs. John Schut. ing and vending equipment can be
summer residents vote elsewhere
its business session,the annual Christmas festival was put into
member of the Department of shown to prospective customers.
and would be unable to vote in
the hands of the Retail Merchants'divisionand the Ministerial
Women's Work and first president Extra building space will also be
the special election.
association and the annual 4-H Turkey Show was scheduledfor
After the spirited discussion of the newly-organizedWomen's used for general bottling invenROYALTY ENJOYS GAME
Among the
was crowned at ceremoniesin the Civic Center
Nov. 8 in the Civic
(Penna-Sasphoto)
Monday, the board referred the Department. She explained the tories temtjorarilyuntil the manu5,000
fans
who
enjoyed
Hope
College's'
25-7
Friday evening. Sitting in the box seat arc,
purpose of the first National Wo- facturing and distributing areas
petition to ProsecutorJames W.
Homecoming win over Adrian Saturday aftermen’s Assembly to be held in 1957 have been made to meet requireleft to right, Marilyn Boughton, Norma Peck,
ic
Bussard for final check on the
and told of the work of the board. ments. Ben Bosman, 100 Vandernoon were these seven beauties
the queen
Queen Joycelyn Fryling, Jane Klaasen and
legality. Bussard assured the
Second speaker was the Rev. Veen Ave.. assistant company's
and the seven members of her court who were
board Thursday that the petition
Susan Graves: Standing behind are Virginia
presentedto the crowd at halftime. The girls
was in order and the vote followed. Gilbert Lum, pastor of the Re- assistant Superintendent,has
Vanderborgh, Norma Damstra and Ethel Ann
Casting dissentingvotes were John formed Church at Sacramento, charge of storage and maintenwere selected Thursday night and the queen
(Penna-Sasphoto)
Hassold of Chester, Ervin Hecksel Calif., the field selected to bene- ance at the new location.
fit
from
the
Domestic
Missions
of Crockery, Clarence Reenders of
Grand Haven township, Henry Appeal in November.
Allegan Couple to Mark,
Neighbors Give Surprise
Miss Fannie "ultman and Mrs.
The appointment of a Tulip Time Vermeer of Jamestown, Chris
Retiring Chamber of Commerce
Forty-Six
Their 50th Anniversary
President George D. Heeringa was director was referred to the Exec- Fendt of Port Sheldon, C. Szopin- Kaper played prelude music in Shower for Bride-Elect
the
evening
and
Mrs.
Kuite
preski
of
Robinson,
Gerrit
Bottema
presented with an award for servutive committee and the board exALLEGAN (Special) — Mr. and
OVERISEL (Special) •— A surof Spring Lake, Albert Walcott of sided. Mrs. N. Van Heukelom of
ice by President A. G. Sail at the
Mrs. Arthur Hare will be honored
pressed a wish that all boat own- Wright, Willard Claver and John Hamilton led devotions and Miss prise bridal shower honoring Miss At
Clinic
Chamber's regular meeting Monon their 50th wedding anniversary
ers be represented at a meting Stephensonof Zeeland and Henry Jan Van Peursem was soloist. Viola Kroeze was given last Friday evening.
day evening by a group of neigh- Forty - six local persons donat- Sunday, Oct. 21, at a reception in
Mrs.
J.
P.
De
Witt
of
Forest
Slaughter
of
Tallmadge.
A letter of resignationfrom his Wednesday in Grand Rapids at
ed blood at a regular donor clinic FellowshipHall, First PresbyterA request from Oscar A. Vanden Grove gave the offertory prayer. bors.
post as a Chamber director from th Rowe hotel at 9 a.m. The
The
party,
held
at
the
home
of
for the Holland CommunityBlood ian Church, from 2 to 5 p.m.
Total offerings for the day
Dooren of Holland, secretary of
Dr. Otto vander Velde was read Investigationof new marine legisMrs. Hare taught in area schools
Mrs. Raymond Busscher, featured Bank Oct. 8 in Red Cross headthe newly organized Ottawa County amounted to 5482.25.
by President Sail. The press of
for 39 years, the last 17 as pringames with duplicateprizes award- quarters.
lation' or changes in existing laws Humane Society,requesting an apother commitments was given as
ed to Mrs. Clinton Klingenberg, Donors were Chester Kronemey- cipal of the North Ward elemenpropriationof 56,000 for operating
the reason for his resignation, will be covered at the meeting.
Farm Bureau Group
Mrs. Gordon Peters, Mrs. Harvey er, William Ten Brink, Mrs. Ada tary school. Mr. Hare’s career inthe program for the coming year,
which vander Velde said he subKollen, Mrs. James Kollen and Ten Brink, Melvin Haveman, Mrs. cluded farming, work for the Overwas referred to the dog commit- Airs National Program
mitted with regret. The board did Fniitport Man Dies
Mrs. Jasper Kroeze. A iwo-course Henry Bos. Henry EngeLsman, ton Creamery Co., Cook Oil Co.
tee.
not make an immediate appointlunch was served.
Cornelius Haveman, Marlow Win- and, at the time of his retirement,
The
North
Holland
Farm
Bureau
Vanden Dooren pointed out that
In Hackiey Hospital
ment to fill the vacancy.
Guests includedthe Mesdames demuller,Cecil Serier, John# H. the Allegan Health Center. They
he
hoped
the society could do an Community Group met Wednesday
In its business session, the
evening at Olive Township Hall. Russel Koopman, Clinton Klingen- Brunink, Cecil Woltmhn, Jacob have lived In their present home
Chamber approved plans of the GRAND HAVEN (Speciall - A-l job and substantiallyreduce
Discussion was centered on the berg, Jay Klaasen, Ed Gunneman. De Graaf, Gardner Joyce, Donald on North St. for 35 years.
public relationscommittee for Mony Johnson, 78, route 1, Fruit- livestocklosses in the county. The
Mrs. Hare's hobby is painting
society also is asking for two national farm program. The group George Koopman, Donald Koop- Japinga, Corrie firouwer, George
communitynewspaper and radio port, died in Hackiey Hospital in
while Mr. Hare keeps busy every
Brinks,
Gordon
De
Vries,
Donald
man,
James
Koopman,
John
decided
the
only’
way
to
solve
the
wardens, one for the north and the
work.
Muskegon Saturday following a other for the south end of the present surplus problem is to go Arink, Ben Kroeze, Jasper Kroeze, Klokkert, Harold Bonzelaar, Har- day at caning chairs, a hobby he
Jack Plewes explained the proback to "supply and demand." Gordon Peters. Harvey Kollen, riett A. Ringelberg, W. A. Gilcrest. turned into a profitableretirement
gram for the second annual two-yearillness. He was born in county, currently supportedby They went on record as not ap- James Kollen, Glllis Lankheet, Joe Jr., Corwin Vanden Bosch, Karl venture
municipal
grants
and
requistions
Oslo,
Norway,
and
came
to
this
ELLIOTT O. McLEAX of
Christmas festival, held in cooperThe Hares have two children.
proving the soil bank program be- Nyhof, James N y h o f, Melvin Goossen.
ation with the Retail Merchants' country with his parents at the age from the sheriff's department. He
Battle
Creek is new director
Joe Vasey, Fred Smith, Jr.. Mrs. Sam Yennelli, of Oshkosh.
said the facility will have a mar- cause, although .the part time Nyhof, Nelson Westerhof, Ben
of publicity for the West
division of the Chamber and the of two. He fanned until 1928 and
Clarence
Mohl,
Jerome
C.
Wal- Wis. and Mrs. Don Nichols,of
farmer
would
benefit,
the
full-time
Kool
and
the
Masses
Alice
Lubbers,
ket value of *30,000 which will be
Ministerial Association.
Michigan Tourist and Resort
then worked in Muskegon until he
farmer "needs all his land for a Hazel Peters, Joyce Nyhof, Muriel, ters, Ben Knoper, William Wether- Detroit, and five grandchildren.
The Chamber also approved the retired in 1948. He was a member in full operation by the first of the living and can receive no benefit Thelma and Marilyn Lankheet and bee, Henry G. Wiersma, Gerrit J.
Association succeeding Aurey
sponsorship of the annual 4 - H of East FniitportReformed year. This shelter has been set up from It."
Strohpaul who has been namVan Kampen, Edwin Zuldema,
Eileen Busscher.
primarily through donations.of
Turkey Show, which will be held Church.
ed secretary-managerot the
Gerrit Kienstra, Ann MichmerhuiMrs. P. T. Cheff. The shelter proin the Civic Center on Nov. 8. The
association.
Surviving are the wife, Pauline;
zen, Sharon Jansen, Robert Kim- Sentinel
to
show this year will be staged un- two daughters, Mrs. Th e o d o r e vides living accommodations for
ball, Jacob Van Voorst, John Gomder the directionof the Rural Re- Maroczka of Spring Lake and Mrs. a full-timemanager.
mers, Benjamin Bosnia, Herman
Coming up again for considerTwo Penont Arraigned
lations committee instead of t.'l? Ernest Ten Brink of Muskegon;
S. Walters. Gerald MichmerhuiCommunityService committee, as five sisters, Mrs. Clyde Welton of able discussion was the matter of
zen, Gerrit Dykema, Rev. Jack
Monday in Circuit Court
moving • the county agricultural
in past years.
Van Dyken, AIk? Van Dop, Jacob
Nunica, Mrs. Mary Cooper of
agent's
office to Allendale,but the
and Roger Zuidema.
CHICAGO (Special)
A Hol- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The annual Cracker Barrel ses- Grand Haven; Mrs. Emil Rollenresolutionthis time called for
sion with legislators was postponed hagen of Muskegon Heights, Mrs.
Physicians on duty were Dr. D. land Evening Sentinel photographJacob Zwemer, 62, of 37 West 22nd
C. Bloemendal and Dr. William er Monday was announced as win- St., waived the reading of the inuntil the legislature is again in Hans W i e 1 a n d and Mrs. Ada establishinga branch office rather
than
moving
the whole department.
session early in 1957.
Westrate, Jr. Nurses were Esther ner of one of 59 awards presented formation and pleaded guilty to
Howell of Grand Rapids.
This resolutionhad been signed
Hallquist,Mrs. R. A. Bocrsma and to photographers on 32 oaily newsa charge of indecent liberties when
by four of the five members of
Gertrude Steketee. Nurses aides papers in the 16th annual Inland he was arraigned in Circuit Couij|
Rites
the agricultural committee. John
were Mrs. R. Burton. Mrs. Wil- Daily Press Association .Picture Monday. His bond was con _______
itinued
Hassolo of Chester township withIII
liam H. Vande Water and Mrs. Contest.
and he will return for disposition
held sanction and again informed
William Beebe.
A1 Bransdorferreceiveda sec- Oct. 23. He was charged on one
the board that he felt no unit
1
Gray Ladies were Mrs. Don ond place award in the spot news count of the offense, involving a
should be taken from the county
s. K
Hook, Mrs.
Kent Thompson, Mrs. classification
for reporter • photo- six - year - old girl in Holland
seat.
Marjorie Bell. In charge of the graphers on newspapers of any city last July 30.
The issue at this session had a
canteen were Mrs. David Gordon, size. Three other Michigan photoRobert G. Landwer, 33, Spring
different approach, with possibiMrs. John Essebagger,Mrs. Mar- grapherswon awards.
Lake, appeared again on a charge
lities of establishingquartersfor
guerite Culver. Historianswere
Bransdorfer’s prize winning pic- of issuing a check without an aca poultry specialist and a specialist
Mrs. Eileen De Went and Elinore ture was taken May 28 and shows count. and this time his plea of
for small fruits and vegetables
Ryan. Rorhelle De Vries was juni- a fatal motor scooter accident not guilty will stand. He had apor Red Cross Aide.
from MichiganState University to
which occurred on US-31 a few peared July 20 and at that time
be shared by Kent county or Alblocks south of Holland. The pic- the court refused to accept his
legan county. In either case, Grand
ture ran on page one of the Senti- plea. The offense involved ar590.16
Woman Jailed on Charge nel
Haven • would be too far away.
May 29.
•check,and it was reported amumAgriculturalAgent R i c h a rd
Ralph Polovich. Port Huron ber of checks are oustanding.
Of Simple Larceny
Machiele told the board he would
Times - Herald; Corwin Wherrett. Landwer told the court today he
just as soon see the department
GRAND HAVEN (Special I - Battle Creek Inquirer - News and had saved 51,800 while working in
Catherine Johnson Avery, 26, Flint, Bob Maxwell, Kalamazoo Gazette Chicago and was en route to the
kept as one unit and if a branch
office were opened, it would make
was arraigned in Municipal Court won citations in the spot news bank to deposit it to cover outMonday for s m p I
larceny class for newspapersof under 50,- standing checks when he was robno difference to him whether it
V;
A'.'
and was committed to the county 000 circulation.
was at Allendale or Zeeland. The
bed of the entire amount.
jail for six days, unable to pay
Two hundred of the best picfruit and vegetableoffice would
515 fine and 56.10 costs.
tures of the record 923 entries are
be more desirable in Allendale,
She was picked up Saturday by on exhibit during the two - day Mrs. Carrie Volz Dies
but the poultry services would be
City police on a shoplifting charge meeting of the Inland Daily Press
more desirable in Zeeland.
In Holland at Age 95
after having picked up several ending Tuesday. The contest was
The recommendation from the
items at Reicharts and Anderson sponsored by Northwestern Uni- GRAND HAVEN (Special)committee calls for a branch
Clothing Co.
versity’s Medill School of Journal- Mrs. Carrie Volz, 95, oldest resioffice in the Allendale town hall
A short time later city police ism.
for one yea^ at rental of 535 a
dent of West Olive, died at Mulpicked up a 15 - year - old Grand
Awards were presentedat the der Convalescent Home in Holland
month. Previously, it was figured
Hven boy who had taken some Inland's annual meeting for the Sunday night. She was born in
that moving the entire department
items from the D and C store. best of the news pictures,publish- Austria, June 14, 1861 and had
would cost 5185 a month. Similar
He
was turned over to probate ed during the period April 1, 1955 been in West Olive for 40 years
space for a branch in Zeeland also
Court.
to Sept. 1, 1956 entered by 222 coming from Chicago. Her huscould be obtained for $35 a month.
photographerson Inland Newspa- band, William, died in 1935. She
Chris Fendt of Port Sheldon said
pers.
he would go along with the prowas a member of the New AposMr. and Mrs. Pout Wayne Van Wyk
Retired Police Chief
tolic ChurchMn Holland. She had
position if the board was assured
(Bulfordphoto)
About 95 per cent of the soil been in ill health for the past year
New Justice of Peace
the branch would remain a branch
Bethany Christian Reformed Liere and Miss Ellen Taylor.
:r;.
of Iowa, which is exceptionally and seriously so the past three
and not moving the whole depart- Church was the scene of an imDiane Deur. sister of the bride,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - fertile, is under cultivation.
weeks.
ment in the future.The issue was pressive candlelight ceremony at was flower girl. She wore a petal
Lawrence De Witt, retired chief
referred back to committee to' give 7:30 p.m. Friday when Miss ijjoni- pink waltz - length gown and carof police of Grand Haven and
Machiele an opportunity to check la Evon Deur and Paul Wayne ried a basket of tiny mums.
now residing at 17634 Robbins Rd.,
further into MSU services.
Van Wyk were united in marriage.
Mr. Van Wyk chose his brother. Grand Haven, has been appointCounty Engineer Henrik Stafseth The Rev. William Brink perform- Roger Van Wyk, as best man
ed justice of the peace of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Roy Krqmer
informed the board that the county ed the double ring rites in a set- and Jim Van Wyk and Paul Deur
Haven
township.
(Von Putten photo) would receive a check for 517,027.81 ting of ferns, palms, candelabra seated the guests.
At
a
meeting of the township
A lovely arrangement of white and the bouffant skirt was formed for snow removal after 75 inches and white pompons and mums.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deur' pre- board Oct. 8, John Zelenka. townpompoms, mums and ferns before by triple pleats at the waisUine. of snow fell last season. Last year White satin bows marked the pews.
sided as master and mistress of ship nurseryman,resigned as jusa marble fireplace was the get- She wore a matching capucine the county received 521,326.20. The
The bride is the daughter of Mr. ceremonies. For her daughter's tice due to increase in business,
ting for the wedding of Miss Janet headpieceand carried a bouquet state reimbursesthe county only
and Mrs. Julius Deur of 76 West wedding Mrs. Deur chose a tur- and De Witt was appointed.
Marie Larion and Eldon Roy Kra- of yellow carnations.
when there is 60 or more inches 32nd SL, and Mr. and Mrs. Mari- quoise blue dress with white acDe Witt retired from the local
mer. The Rev. John M. Hains perRodger Kramer assisted his of snow.
nus Van Wyk of 548 West 32nd cessories and a corsage of white police department Dec. 31. «955,
formed the double ring rites in brother as best man and ushers
SL, are parents of the groom.
roses. The groom’s mother wore a after completing 40 years of police
the Trinity Reforrhed Church were John Stryker and Stuart
The bride was escorted down blue dress with white accessories work, 24 of which he served as
Voice
of
Citizen
Lounge on Oct. 5.
post.
the aisle by her father. She wore and a corsage of pink roses.
police.He will carry on his duties
Parents of the couple are Mr.
Mrs. William Zonnebelt was or- Contest Planned
a ballerina- length gown of roseA
reception for 135 guests fol- at his home.
and Mrs. John B. Larion, 286 ganist and Mrs. Ernest Post, Jr.,
point lace and tulle, styled with’ a lowed the ceremony. The Rev.
South 120th Ave.,,and Mr. and sang "You’ll- Never Walk Alone" The Chamber of Commerce has fitted, strapless lace bodice with
Henry Mouw opened with prayer.
Mr*. Lester A. Kramer of 152 East and "The Lord’s Prayer."
received a letter from the South a net cummerbund and alternat- Miss Shirley Nagelkirk and Paul 64 Attend Ben Mothers
19th
'v
The Trinity Ladies Aid assisted Haven Junior Chamber of Com ing lace and pleated tulle ruffles De Graaf served at the punch bowl
Tea at Locat Church
The bride chose a ballerina - with the reception for 70 guests merce asking that Holland take on the bouffant skirt Her lace
and Miss Carol Vander Meulen
length gown of chantillylace and held in Ter Keurst Auditorium. part in the "The Voice of the
jacket had long sleeves tapered to and Phil Staal arranged the gifts.
Mrs. Albert Osterhofand Mrs.
net. The fitted bodice had a sabri- Mr. and Mrs. William Bogart were Citizen ‘Award."
at the wrist and a small Miss Myrtle Brat was in charge Calvin Nordhof poured at the afna neckline with tiny sequin- in charge of the punch bowl. Mrs. The award was started in 1952 points
sequined collar. Her fingertip of the guest book. "Bless This ternoon tea for Den Mothers and
centered medallions of hand clip- C. E. Kamphuis, sister of the when the citizenof South Haven
veil of French illusion fell from a House” was sung by Miss Wal- Cub Scout Mothers Friday at Third
30 YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO
ped chantillylace. A bouffant skirt groom, and Miss Lois Larion, sis- created the "The Voice of the Citi- matching lace and sequined open
ters. The Rev. William Brink spoke Reformed Church House. A profeatured alternatingrows of chan- ter of the bride, were at the gift zen Award." which is to be preCHURCH
AND SCHOOLS ... AND
crown. She carried a white Bible briefly and closed with prayer.
gram on Den Meeting activities
tilly lace and nylon tulle ruffles table.
sented to the city in the state of and white orchid.
CONTINUING CONCERN FOR THE
Following a southern wedding was presented for the &i women
over candlelightsatin. Her matchThe bride and groom are both Michigan which during a national Soloist Miss Mary Ellen Walters trip the couple will make their in attendance.
WELFARE OF WORKING MEN, SMALL
ing pillbox hat of chantilly lace, graduates of Holland High School. election,casts the largest percen- sang "Because" and "The Lord’s
home on East 19th St. For travelMrs. Howard Helder demonstrattrimmed with sequips and pearls, The new Mrs. Kramer is employed tage of ballots In ratio to its regis- Prayer." Mrs. Justin Hulst preBUSINESS MEN AND FARMERS. HERE
ing the new Mrs. Van Wyk chose a ed games and stunts and Mrs.
held her elbow - length veil of as a payroll clerk at General Elec- tered voters.
sided at the organ.
IS A MAN WHO HAS EARNED THE
charcoal gray suit with red and June Piers described tricks. Ivan
imported illusion. She carried a tric and Mr. Kramer is engaged
City Clerk Clarence Greveng6ed
Mrs. Roger Van Wyk, sister-in- white accessories and a white or- DeNeff gave instructionsfor conSUPPORT OF ALL VOTERS ... NO
cascade bouquet of white roses in maintenance work at Holland certifies the total city vote in the law of the groom, as matron; of
chid.
ducting Den ceremoniesand Mrs.
and mums centered with pink High School.
MATTER
WHAT THEIR PARTY!
Nov. 6, 1956, electiondetermineif honor, wore a ballerina - length
She is a graduate of Holland DeNeff spoke on crafts and craft
rases.
gown of mint green featuring a Christian High School and is em- materials. Mrs. OsterhofexplainFor a wedding trip to Copper Holland will be the winner.
Miss Dorothy Larion, sister of
The City of Grease Point, Mich., fitted bodice and bouffant skirt ployed at Holland Furnace Co. The ed the achievementprogram.
the bride, as maid of honor wore Harbor the bride changed to a won "The Voice of the. Citizen She wore a matching hat and carN*
groom is a graduate of Holland
Scout Executive Dick Wilson prea ballerina- length dress of capu- turquoise sheath dress with black Award." in 1952 election wigi 94.7 ried a bouquet of white pompons.
High School and is employed at sided at the mating, and Mrs.
cine taffeta. The princess - atgle accessories and. a corsage of pink per cent of the registered voters
Identicalensembles were worn by the Sumner Chemical Co. in Zee- Chester Vander A(^en directed rebodice of lace was closely fitted roses.
voting. ..
the brideamaids, Miss Ruth Van land.
gistration. €•
on incoi^poratingFerrysburg as

a

fifth class city.
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Christian

Supervisors Bicker
GRAND HAVEN

Over Allendale Branch

Office

-

ing specialists to be shared by ad- than Allendale, and the amend- given by the state department as
The Board of Supervisors Monday joiningcounties,one a small fruits ment passed 19 to 10. The Zeeland to definiteassignmentsin Ottawa
October 21, 1956 ....... afternoon spent two hours In dis- and vegetables specialist, and the site was favored largely because county. He said he was unalteraother a poultry specialist. But the it is the poultry capitalof Western bly opposed tp splittingup a deAre Not Divided — or Are We?
cussion
heated and otherwise committee said Grand Haven Is Michigan and presumably would partment and establish branches

Endeavor

Pastor Succumbs

IB, 1956

(Special)

We
Sunday. October 21
—
Ephesians 4:1-6
Hear, O Israel
GRAND HAVEN (Sp«cial) —
on
establishing
a branch office too ffar away for easy movement be the logical place for a poultry all over the county. He was rather
I Corinthians 1:10-13
Deuteronomy 6:1-9; 6:20-25
Dr. Frederick J. Drew. 56. refor the county agricultural agent with counties under consideration specialist.
sharp in his criticismof the longBy
Darell
Fran
ken
by C. P. Dame
tired priest of the Episcopal
The substitutionof the word Zee- time fight to move the extension
To the Leader: There is a great . . . and then abruptly dropped the and proposed that the branch be
(Based on copyrightedoutlines Church, CanonicallyResident in
establishedin Allendale or in Zee- land instead of Allendale in the department, and some members of
subject.
produced by the Division of Chris- the Diocese of NorthernMichigan, deal of talk about Church unity
Whether the subject will come land. Accommodations would be original resolution posed a ques- the agriculturalcommittee tended
tian Education, National Council of died unexpectedly Thursday after- today. Christian Endeavor is an
up again was not known, but for comparable in either place at the tion as to proper wording, and the to resent his attitude.
the Churches of Christ in the noon.
organization which actually oper- the present the campaign to have same cost, $35 a month for space board recessed while a new reAfter the board meandered rathU.S.A. and used by permission I
He and his wife had been work- ates on interdenominational unity. an agriculturaloffice in Allendale in Allendale town hall or Zeeland solution was drafted.
er meaninglessly into the subject,
Israel was on the borders of the ing in the yard at their home in
city hall.
The agriculturalcommittee then John Stephensonof Zeeland withA little more than a generation was quite dead.
Promised Land. Moses summoned Spring Lake when he was stricken
It all started two years ago when
All
the
agricultural committee said it felt the board had ignored drew his second and Larry Wade
The H*bb« •* the
all Israel to meet in the plains of with a heart attack and had expir- ago there was little talk of Church there was a movement to establish recommendations submitted \ were
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land, Mich.
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fit a much greater number of farm- Erwin Hecksel of Crockery and tion designatingZeeland as the
Entered a» second class matter at age of Egypt. In Deuteronomy 5 a graduate of Du Bose Seminary of most of the larger protestant
ers using these services. Through Louis Vollinkof Blendon. John Has- branch office. Larry Wade of Hol- not go into budget study because
the post office at Holland.Mich.,
denominationsin the world.
under the Act of Congress.March 3. there are the Ten Commandments in Mont Eagle, Tenn.
Christian Endeavor still func- the months, the agriculturalcom- sold of Chester, a fifth member, land felt establishment of such a of the time involved, but went on
and in Deuteronomy 6 we are told
He was ordained as a priest in
to increase the salary of one road
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ty building.
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bers of that age to join the troop.
members attended a part or all of intermarriagebetween denomina- in France today.
Graafschap, started training at bor.
He said. too. that the public Meetings are held every Monday Oct. 4, at 1:30 p.m., wtih Mrs. John down the middle. Godwin had one
II. Parents have a great re- the three - day session.
tions?"
Butterworth Hospital during 1916.
Hoeve serving as hostess. Others touchdowncalled back and Holland
Two world wars and the war in sponsibility. The first school in the The teachers of the local school In case you would like to make examinationsystem of students in evening at the Scout Cabin.
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a humbling experience
present were the Mesdames Will two.
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Slotman anDe Weerd and Marshall acted as
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other things have happened since teach the commandmentsto their scheduled to be held at the school that.
Dawn Lee, at Holland Hospital.
dual in a pollectivistic society aidHungerink,Joe Brinks, John De games will be played on the road.
Miss Boven started and practiced children.The words “diligently", auditoriuirij Oct. 17.
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Mrs. Edna Wadsworth of Mus- For Mrs. Kellogg
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Holland. The Holland Hospital the commandments of God in kegon was a Sunday guest of the
ilton Auditoriumon Monday. Oct. and Henry Wyngarden. Lunch was
files are no doubt full of joys every possible manner. Today the Misses Queen and Inez Billings.
Mrs. Leona M. Kellogg died un- four-storyhome in Grenoble where
Holland
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Mrs. Earl F. Price, regent. Mrs. the Unit functioned at Saugatuck Serie of Hamilton were Tuesday men's ChristianTemperance
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The Women’s Missionary Fall
should dominate all of life. The Lansing where she had enrolled
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Local school children are look- Conferencewas held at Hamilton president plan to accomplish work
serve liberty, keeping pace with
parents were told to make phylac- as a freshman at the Michigan Co. as a secretary.She was
"Up sluggard, and waste not teries (little leather boxes) and
member of First Methodist Church the times and returning to the ing forward to a two - day vaca Reformed church on Wednesday, in each church.
State University.
In her address.Mrs. Walters
life; in the grave will be sleeping
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write the words of Shema on
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memparchment and place them inside Kalamazoo spent the weekend with
Franklin. But he had not thought
She urgSurviving are a son. Edward B bers for their cooperation in the the annual fall Teachers Institute Lambert Eckster. The evening in Christian citizenship."
the boxes and at certain times the his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
of the alarm clock Seth Thomas
Kellogg, Jr., who is serving with Constitutionweek exhibit Sept. 17- at Civic Auditorium in Grand meeting was held at 7 :3Q with ed the members to use their privichildren and parents were to wear Keag.
invented a hundred years later. ___
• ___ _
the 5041 Service Unit, at Camp 23 in the Penney store window.
Rapids.
the Rev. Gilbert Lum as speaker. lege to vote and not be afraid to
Raymond Me Carty has been
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp Young Peoples catechism fol- cross party lines to vote for a
and foreheads.
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alarm off and take another forty
were on a motor trip to the Straits lowed by Senior C. E. was held righteous man.
Children are by nature curious. couple of weeks because of illness. Miss Melba Louise Jones of Brookwinks. That is bad. ‘Tis a wise
She brought two guests to the
with their daughter and son-in-law. Wednesday evening.
The parents were told that when He has been in the hospital at lyn. N.Y.
person who lets it ring and gets
Funeral services will be held
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Wcs'.ermanof
The Willing Workers are asked meeting. Mrs. Don Stevens, presithe son would ask “What is the various times for observation and
up before it stops. It is a good
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at NibbelinkThe Woman's Study Club met Grand Rapids.
to have their gifts for the Cook dent of the Allendale union, and
meaning of the testimonies and tests.
idea to have the clock far enough
Notier Funeral Chapel with the in regular session during the past
The Junior Girl's League held Training school at the church Mrs. Ezra De Mott of Hudsonville.
the statutes and the ordinances
Mr. and Mrs. Milo I^e attended Rev. John O. Hagans officiating.
away from the bed so one must
Mrs. Seth Kalkman led devoweek at the home of Mrs. Jacob its October meeting in the church basement by Friday evening.
which the Lord our God command- funeral services at Grand Rapids
get up, walk over and turn it off.
Burial will he in Pilgrim Home Haan with Mrs. Harvey Koop con- rooms with Marsha Kaper presidThe film entitled "Seventeen" tions and Mrs. I^aVeme Regnerus
ed you?” then they should explain Saturday for her brother, Robert
Not many people will be grateful
Cemetery'. Friends are invited to ducting the opening numbers and ing. Bible study was given by will b$ shown in the local church sang "I Have a HeritageRoyal,"
for the fact that the alarm clock to the children their history and Jarvi, 31.
meet the family tonight at the the businesssession. Mrs. Haan Mrs. Harvey Koop and a Mission- next week Monday. Oct. 15. Every- accompaniedby Mrs. Donald SunMr. and Mrs. Albert Dewey of Funeral Chapel from 7 to 9 p.m.
was invented a hundred years ago the great things God had done for
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this month but certainly millions
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of people are dependent upon that would not know all that God had with his brother. Emmer Wewey
presenteda most interestingdis- Boerigter. Mrs. Lon Veldhoff and picked up fruit for Resthaven on King, Mrs. Thomas Smeenge and
done
for the nation unless the par- and wife and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mrs. Blanche Cleveringa
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Dewey is 86 years of age they
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Thank you Mr. Seth Thomas for gave has meaning for us also.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson Mrs. Blanche Cleveringa. 79, died
ments with accessories. Roll call children motored to McBain last
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis Gives Dessert-Bridge
Christianityrests upon historical were Sunday dinner guests of their
your invention!
early Sunday morning in her home
response was made by an ex- Sunday. Returning home with them and family of Kalamazoo were
events just as Judaism. Too many son. Lynn Johnson,'and family of
at 817 Pennoyer Ave. She had been
Thursday Service Guild of Holchange of bulbs, plants or flow- was Mrs. Henry Van Doornik. Sr. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Protestant children do not know
Allegan.
in ill health for five years and er slips. The hostess served re- who had left the previous Friday Martin D. Wyngarden and family. land Hospital Auxiliary sponsored
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why they are Protestants and far
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Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence South of a benefit dessert-bridgeThursday
loo many do not know about out Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
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W'ork of the Reformed Church in
The Walter Cius family moved Five Hunters Arraigned
of the Senior C.E. society.
religious activities,Robert Nea- Slagh and Jacob Roelofs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kroodsma Anthony Bourke, William Keffer,
America.
The
Girls’ Choir contriA baby boy was bom to Mr.
deau, Ted Jungblut, Sr.; commit- Also the Mesdames Ben Bosman, Tuesday to Chicago to make their Before Mrs. Workman
buted ipecial music. The evening and Mrs. Meekhof at St. Mary’s and family were Wednesday guests Joe Roerink, Dick Nicholson,
lee on youth, Martin Schoen. Joe Milton Fletcher. F e n n a Wehr- home. At noon the family of eight
of the Rev. and Mrs. John Pott Frank Klann, Fred Pickel and
service featured the sermon topic.
Hospital on October.
Carrado, Bob Williams and Bob meyer, George Bergman, Frank were luncheon gueata of Mra. Ben
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
James Brown. _
and family of Chicago, 111.
Blessed
Are
They
That
Hunger"
Marfia and Mrs. Hughes Simpson Five Grand Rapids persons were
U
The Mission Guild plans to send
Piersma,Donald Faber. James
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of
with
pastor,
Rev.
N.
Van
Heukea Christmas Box to the Cook Zeeland were Thursday guests at
Each chairman gave a short Stoel, Harold Van Slooten, Louis in the Marfia home.
arraigned before Justice Eva
t*Ik. stating his objectives.
Workman in Spring Lake Monday lom in charge and Necia Veld- Christian Training School in the homes of John and Louis Miss Lumpen Speaks
De Kraker, Hans Knutson, Gerald
hoff playing. "The Glory of His Phoenix, Ariz.
The Rev. E. Thome, assistant Gebben and John Stegenga.
night on charges of hunting in the
Mrs. Elizabeth Wanzung
To Jefferson
Presence" as an instrumental soSeveral local women attended Beyer.
pastor. led the men in the rosary.
state wildlife sanctuary.All arMrs. Hubert Heyboer recently
Refreshments were served.
the Mission Union conference held
rests were made by Conservation lo.
Dies in Douglas Hospital
Miss Barbara Lampen, Holland
Mrs. Donald Ter Avest has re- at Hamilton Reformed church left for Pella, Iowa, where she is
A special meeting of all com Panel Discussion
Officer Loren Houghton.
a
guest at the home of Mr. and High School history teacher and
turned
home
from
the
Holland
FENNVILLE (Special) - Mrs. Jay E. Duimstra, 17. paid $35
Wednesday afternoon and evening.
mittee chairmen will be held at
Mrs. John Veltema and family. Fulbright scholar,spoke at a meetElizabeth Wanzung, 58, of route 2, fine and $7.80 costs and Gerald J. Hospital with her infant son, Kel8 p m. Friday. Oct. 19, in the Heard at Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. William' Van ReMrs. Veltema had an operation on ing of the Jefferson School PTA
don
W.
Hope
Church
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Club
died
Sunday
afternoon
at
Douglas
school auditorium.
genmorter enjoyed a trip to DeHielkema, 18, paid $50 fine and
Tuesday evening.
her
. '
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Butler
exmet Wednesday night for a potluck Hospital following an extended ill- $7.80 costs. Clarence L. Lubbers,
troit recently.
Reserve Oct. 18 for the married Miss Lampen talked about her
supper followed by a panel discus- ness.
19, pleaded not guilty and his trial pected to return the latter part
Holland Child Injured
teaching experience In the Nethercouples’ party.
sion. "Families United or Untied"
She is survived by the husband was set Oct. 29 at 1:30 p.m. His of this week from a motor trip
Cattle
Electrocuted
Mrs.
Martin
P. Wyngarden was lands during the past year under
James Vanden Berg, 10, of 88 was the topic for discussion.
to
Hackensack,
N.
J.,
where
they
John; two sons, John, Jr., and gun was confiscated. )
East 18th S<., Monday in good conBob Vanderham was the moder- Peter of Elmhurst, 111.; one daughRay G. Karas. 27, and Joseph visited their daughter’s family, Two cows and a bull ~on the a Tuesday afternoon caller bn Mrs. a Fulbright scholarship.She pointed out the comparisonbetween eddition at Holland Hospital after ator. Members of the panel were ter, Mrs. James Riddle of Mark J. Borek, 17, each paid $25 fine the Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Hoffman, farm of John Kuiper at Borculo Nelson Ensing.
undergoingtreatment for an ab- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Drew, Mr. ham, Bl.; 11 grandchildren and one and $7.80 costs. Thomas Bruce also motoring to New London, were electrocutedFriday as a re- 'Milo Gerard and Ronnie Gerard ucational systems in~ the United
dominal lacerationreceived Satur- and Mrs. Bud Evans, Mr. and Mrs. great grandchild; two sisters, Mrs. Wurm, 17, failed to appear.
Conn., to visit their granddaughter, sult of a short circuit in the water of Grandvillewere Thursday States and the Netherlands.
The meeting also 1 n c 1 u d e d a
afternoon while awimmlng in George Waibridge, Mr. and Mrs. Karl Mayer of Saugatuckand Mrs.
Karen Hoffman, wto is attending pump system which carries water guests at the Casey Wabeke home.
Mrs. Henry Boss was a Wednes- short business session and conferin thp bam to buckets used by
at 14th St. and Fairbanks Larry Green and Mrs. Vanderham. Frank Horvath 4 of Chicago; one
A honeybee must visit 50,000 college there.
child is the son of Mr.
A MpUoween roundup Is sched* brother, Rudolni Murke of North clover blossoms to make one The Senior High Christian En- the tattle. Loss of the animals day guest of Mrs. Martin P. ences between the parents and
teachers.
Wyngarden.
deavor service featured the topic, is esf'imatedat about $500,
Vanden Berg.
tiled |br Oct 26.
pound of honey.
Liberty, Ind,

1879. _
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Grandstanding...

AI Boat Owners

MMMeee—

Invited to
In

Meet

By

The Harbor and Lakes Committee of the Chamber of Commerce
is calling attentionto all boat owners and those interestedin boating
to the meeting to be held in Grand
Rapids on Oct. 17, in the Wolverine Room of the Rowe Hotel
beginning a( 9 a.m.
The meeting has been called by
the Joint Interim Study Committee of the Michigan State Legislature, who is Investigatingthe advertisabilityof new marine legislation and amendments to existing
laws. To obtain public opinion on
this topic, the committee is holding public hearings throughout the

Vandcrbush has been pounding

state.

The Michigan Waterways Commission is assistingin the studies.
They are also recommending certain legislation.One subject the

GUESTS

AND WORKERS mingled

together

mdfor this picture taken at a coffee-and-cake
birthday party for President Eisenhower
Saturday afternoon in the

Warm

Mrs. John Hcmpel

is

next to her is

nine-year-old

Friend Tavern.

seen cutting the cake and

Joan

Brower

wearing an elephant beanie. Several persons
were not identified. Those identified were

Dick Nieuwsma,Mrs. Riemer Van

Til,

Bill

Winstrom, Mrs. Wendell A. Miles and Mrs.
Gerald Van Wyke.
(Penna-Sos photo)

the

Interim Study committee is interested in, is primarily, that concerning the regulation of boating
on inland lakes, or connecting
lakes such as Lake Macatawa.
Some of the proposals as recommended by the Water Ways Commission are on boat livery — that
any person renting or operating a

boat livery for any period

it it *

ic it

ic

Beauvais Reports

Large Turnout Wishes

On Progressive

Ike Birthday Greetings
About 550 po-sons dropped in at
the Warm Friend Tavern Saturday afternoon for cake and coffee
to celebrate President Eisenhower’s birthday.
The hours were 3 to 6 p.m. with
most people stopping briefly. But
some partisans made the most of
opportunity and stayed the whole
while.

Mrs. Thaddeus Taft arranged
flowers for tables and Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren and Mrs. Henry
Carley got signatureson a big

Happy Birhtday scroll for

the

president.Ruth Keppel greeted the

people at the entrance. Ruby
. and Irving Wolbrink
provided greens for the decora-

Nibbelink
tions.

Working at the tables were Mrs.
Wendell Miles, Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, Mrs. John Hempel, Mrs.
Gerald Van Wyke. Mrs. Riemer
Van Til. Mrs. Carl Andreasen, Mrs.

Roy Hickman and Mrs. William
De Long. General chairman were
Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond and Mrs.
Arthur C. Yost.

A 20-piecepep band of high
school students provided music.
The favorite, of course, was "Happy Birthday to You." Ralph Houston was student conductor.
Leaders said there was a good
distribution of people from over a
wide area.
Two women walked downtown

\

from 19th St. and planned to walk
all the way home too. "I'm only
79.’' one vivacious grandmother
said.

The youngest caller was a fiveweek-old baby— accompanied of
course, by his parents, the Van
Eenenaams.

of

Miss Karen Rose

Lam

Wed To Bruce

Ming

the commission and charged

santhemums, palms, ferns and
candelabra, Miss Karen Rose Lam

the county.

Year

in

Allegan

ALLEGAN

Mrs. Bruce Jorve Ming

his typewriter to the tune of 51
letters in the last month to schools
of comparablesize and reputation
in six states and the resultshave
been "very discouraging."
"We are a littleout of the way
and maybe that’s why a lot of
them don’t want to play.
"But what really bums me up
is that most of these Schools don’t
even bother to write us back. If
they do, they say they are all filled
up.
"We’ve picked schools that for
the most part are bigger. And we
have been criticizedfor that. But
what do you expect a school to do,
write and say we’ll be glad to play
and will be easy ipeat for you.
"We schedulegames two or
more years ahead and we have no
(Joel photo) idea of how strong a club will be
when we meet them,” Vandcrbush

time whatsoevercomes within the
purview of the statute. Another
change is that the sheriff complete his inspectionby July 15 of
the current year, and that if such
inspections are not completed by
that time tney may be made by
to

-

(Special)
P. H.
Beauvais marked the beginning of
his tenth year as Allegan's city
manager last week when he presented city councilmen with his
ninth annual "narrative report."
The summary of activitiesin
tne various city departmentsduring the past 12 months covers
'•hat one councilman called "Allegan’s most progressive period in
years."
High lights of the report included:

J.

said.

Al

He

dcrbush added Monday, "why

six of our linemen, who made it
through the first three tough
games (Heidelberg, Wabash and
Kalamazoo), all received injuries
than 180 Boy Scouts Ex- against Adrian.

Enjoy Camporee

slate

also contracted Central Col-

lege in Pella, Iowa, a sister school
also suported by the Reformed

Church , but the Central prexy
and athleticstaff turned thumbs
down on the idea of starting a
series.

The reason Central gave was

\

ness of the competition.”
"Take the Adrian game,” Van-

Scouts, Leaders

Vanderbmh

... trouble with

As far as getting more injuries
when you play big schools. Vandcrbush said "that’s a lot of
bunk.” "In my experienceas a
coach, and It's been quite a while,
thete Is no relation between the
injuries suffered and the tough-

Before a setting of white chry-

The Marine Fuel Tax Statute Is and Bruce Jarve Ming were unitalso listed by the Waterways Com- ed in marriage Friday, Oct. 12.
mission for a cljange. The change The Rev. Abraham Rynbrandt peris to extend the jurisdiction of this formed the double ring ceremony
tax to include all boats regard- in Maplewood Reformed Church.
less of where in the state they White satin bows and greens dec-

operate. At present,a tax is assessed on all marine fuel sold, but the
State WaterwaysCommission reCounty officers were among
ceives credit for only that porguests. Hempel’s Bakery in Holtion of the tax collectedon boats
land prodived birthday cakes for
16 feet and over operating on the
parties both in Holland and ZeeGreat Lakes or connecting waterland. Cakes went to convalescent
ways. The rest of this tax money
homes afterwards.
goes to the State Highway Department. The originalpurpose of
ZEELAND (Special)
About
•150 persons gathered for a presiEstablishment of a new city the tax was to provide the Waterdent’s birthday party in tile for- "utility" — auto parking — with ways Commission with revenue
mer Sears building downtown Sat- the start of work on the 5180,000 with which to improve navigaurday from 2:30 to 9 p.m. Mrs. N. riverside parking lot. Although the tional facilities throughout the
J. Danhof was general chairman. project was delayed for approxi- state.
The Commission is also seeking
She said a large representation mately two months ‘due to the steel
a change in the law under the
was present from outside areas.
strike, work is now expected to
passenger for hire statute. At pre-

ere

Water

Hope College athletic director
Al Vandcrbush,who hai had a lot
of people on his neck this year
asking why the Dutch schedule
"such tough non-leagueteams,”
explained some of his problems
Saturday noon at tho H-Club
aiumni luncheon.
And he quickly defended his
position and the Hope schedule
with some strong words knocking
down the arguments that playing
tough teams causes injuries.

Grand Rapids

Waterways Commission and

Randy' Vande

that Hope was "too tough.”
In the last two years. Vanderbush has brought to Riverview
Park probably the best small college footballever played here.
uast year’s Heidelberg team,
which stoped Hope 28-7, went un-v
defeated and was ranked high in
the national polls of small-college
teams.
This year, Wabash, which opened Hope's home season with a 40-7
win. won ail of Its games until
losing to Heidelberg 21-20 last
Saturday.
Regardless of what the fans
may think and say, we feel that
through Vandcrbush, the fans
that go out to watch Hope— win or
lose— are seeing the best football
possible here.

Yale university has been called
the "mother of colleges” because
of warm, sunny weather for what is juries are incurred in practicesor Yale graduateshave gone on to
the bride. The groom is the son usually a chilly annual fall camp- while playing smaller teams,” found or be the first administrators of 41 other American colleges.
of Mrs. Margaret Ming, 154 Dun- out at Camp Taylor Friday and Vandcrbush said.

More

orated the pews.

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lam,
East 34th St., are the parents

99

ton. Holland.

plorers

and leaders enjoyed

Saturday. Special precautions had

"Time and time again the

The Hope

in

athletic director has

Ted Medema, uncle of the bride, to be taken, however, to prevent written five collegesin Wisconsin,
was soloist. He sang "If I Could fire in the dry wooded area near four in Michigan, two in Iowa, 14
Tell You,” "The Lord's Prayer" Fennville. The Conservationde- in Illinois, 10 in Indiana and 16
and "Because.” Mrs. Earle Tell- partment provided a truck of por- in Ohio.
man was organist for the cere- table fire phmps which were staAnd he still lacks one nonmony and also played background tioned throughout the area.
league foe for next year.
music for the reception.
Highlight of the camporee was
Vandcrbush was able to line up
The bride's gown, fashioned by special recognition of nil Scouts Northern Michigan and will play
her mother, was of white slipper who have achieved First Gass the opener next year In Marquetwith pur t, fresh sparkling
satin, tulle and rosepointlace. rank or above. Bernard Shasha- te, Mich., on the shores of Lake
The fitted bodice featured a scal- guay, Elmore Van Iy?nte, Bob Rcs- Superior.
water. W« drill deep wells
loped n e c k 1 i ne and long lace corla and Dick Wilson presented
progress without interruption.
sent
they
are
charged
with
the sleeves were pointed over the nechkerchiefsto the boys, apd
Initiation of a 5600,000 electrical
which have an excellent repupower plant expansion program. A duty of inspecting all boats carry- wrists. There were lace accents Ben Mulder challenged the honoring passengersfor hire. The pre- down the sides of the skirt, and ed Scouts to uphold the high stantation for coolness and purity.
Girls
kilovolt transmission line to a proposed sub-station in the rear of sent statutewas made in 1909 and tiers of tulle flowed from the lace dards of Scouting in their indiviWater is our business.
to form the long train. Her finger- dual Troops and Posts.
24
the diesel plant has been com- is outdated.
The
new
statuteproposed by the tip veil was held by a tiny cap
HOUR
pleted, two new diesel generators
Scout ^kill instruction at the
In Bars
have arrived and are being install- commission is Boat Registration. edged with pearls. She carried a Camporee was under the leaderSERVICE
This statute requires that all boats white Bible with white roses and
The first annual fall bars tour- ed and contracts have been award- regardless of size have a state satin streamers.
ship of Otto Dressel, Mulder,
ed
for the plant addition which
Phone
nament was held Friday afternoon
registrationnumber and a certifi- Mrs. Thurman Rynbrandt,sister James Wojahn, Forest Flaugher.
will house the new generators.
with girls in the fourth, fifth and
Initiationof a $60,000 bonding cate of title. If the boat already of the bride, as matron of honor Albert Walters and Alfred Kane.
sixth grades participating.
MFC. & SUPPLY CO.
proposal — to be voted on Nov.6 has a Coast Guard number this wore a floor-lengthgown of me- Miner Meindertsma directedthe
RUBBER
Schools taking part were Long- — for construstion of a new fire nurotK?1, w‘l* made the State dium blue taffeta and tulle. The
' P.0. 80X212
nature scavengerhunt and tug of
STAMPS
fellow,Washington. Jefferson,Van
station on Monroe street and pur- number also, so that two sets of lace bodice featured a scalloped war. Special recognition was givPhone 6-6536, on M-21
Raalte and Lincoln.
370 Roett
neckline and short sleeves and the
Holland
chase, for 516,000,of the former numbers are not required.
en to Troop 7, Third Reformed
No
mention
is
made
if
there
is skirt was accented with lace. She
Individual winners included
First State Bank building on LoChurch, for having the most memFourth grade — Rita Intcrbitzen, cust street, for use as a city hall, to be a charge for this number- wore long tapered gloves and carbers attending the camporee.
Van Raalte: Rose Walton. Wash- following partial condemnationof ing service or certificateof title ried a colonial bouquet of pink
Other Units participating were:
ington; Victoria Decker. Lincoln; the present fire hall and city of- to the
mums and daisies. Bridesmaids,
Under the Safety Statute a maj- Miss Mariyn Ming, sister of the Troop 6, First Reformed; 8, St.
Judy Jongsma. Longfellow. Fifth fice buildingas unsafe by the state
Scrappy says:
or proposal is the provision that groom, rfnd Miss Judith Lam, sis- Francis de Sales; 10, Methodist
grade — Laurel Robbert. Longfel- fire marshall.
21, Zeeland Second Reformed; 22,
low; Shirley Prins, Longfellow; Installationof a complete new all boat owners be personally lia- ter of the bride, wore identical enThere are 32 different grades of waste
Beechwood Reformed; 30, HarringDiane Rutgers. Jefferson. Mary street lighting system in the busi- ble for damage caused by their sembles.
Piersma, Jefferson. Sixth grade— ness district with the entire cost wake or swell. Another provision James Mooi. brother-in-law of ton; 34 Pearl Methodist; 42. Lakepaper, 7 important basic grades.
Carol Piers, Lincoln; Mary Karn- being paid out of the light depart- makes the owner of the watercraft the groom, was best man. Ushers view; 44, Maplewood Reformed;
45, Ganges Methodist: 46, Jamesta, Lincoln; Marcia Lemmen, ment’s surplus.
liable for injury caused by negli- were Gordon Grevengoed and Don
town; 56, Montello Park; 2006,
Washington; Eva Woodin, Washgent
operation
of
his
waiercraft
Lam, brother of the bride,
Letting of contracts for two-way
First Reformed.
ington.
if
operated
with
his
consent.
Mrs.
Lam
chose
for
her
daughradio equipment to link utility
always buying
materials
A
further
proposal
is
that
no
ter's wedding a peacock sheath
service and line trucks with city
offices. The total cost of about water skiing will be permiitted un- dress with white accessories.Mrs. Janalyn Jipping Feted
Allegan, Ottawa County
$8,000. will be shared by the city less two people occupy the towing Ming wore a Dior blue sheath
On Her Third Birthday
Representatives Named
and the State Office of Civilian boat and that no water skiing shall dress with matching jacket and
Holland, Mich.
120 Rivre Avo.
be
done
from
one
hour
after
sunnavy
accessories.
They
had
pink
Defense.
Janalyn Jipping was honored at
GRAND RAPIDS - Austin A. Complttionof the business dis- set to one hour prior to sunrise. corsages.
Brown, of Castle Park, Roscoe trict paving program postponed in Another proposal permits the com- Two hundred guests were invit- a party Friday afternoon at her
Funk and Harry Jackson, both of 1955 for lack of bidders and resur- mission to establishzones on any ed to the reception in the church home, 933 Woodbridge St., in celeSaugatuck,have been named to facing of Main street from Grand waterway of this state in which basement Miss Irene Lam served bration of her third birthday anIN
niversary. The party was given
represent Allegan County on the \o the city limits.The year also certain permissible uses can only as mistress of ceremonies and
by
her
mother,
Mrs.
Roger
Jipboard of directors of the West saw completionof the new state be carried on. This provision is Don Sehierbeek was toastmaster.
Michigan Tourist and Resort As- highway bridge over the Kalama- designed to protect land owners Miss Jeanne Mast and Miss Mar- ping. Pictures were taken of the
group.
sociation.
and users of small lakes from ilyn Boeve served punch and
zoo river on M-118.
Named to representOttawa Six voting machines, two for being pushed off the waterways Nancy Ellen and Bobby Mooi, Games were played and prizes
awarded to all the guests includCounty were David Coats of Spring each precinct, were put into use by "Marine Hot Rodders."
niece and nephew of the groom,
ing Mary Lynn De Boer, Karen
Lake, W. H. Vande Water of Hol- for the first time during the 12
were in charge of the guest book.
Den Bleyker, Jodi Schippers, Karland and Claude V e r D u i n of months covered in the report.
Assisting
about
the
rooms
were
Mr*. Mary French, 72,
en Bosch. Bobby and Laurie KruitGrand Haven.
Another highlight of the period
Misses Doreen Seheerhorn, Gloria
hof, Tami Lynn and Rick Jipping.
Officersof the associationfor the was the role palyed by the city Dies in Grand Haven
Van Huis, J u d y Van Leeuwen.
coming year are: Alberti. in leading opposition to large rate
Mrs. Jipping was assisted by
Marilyn Kunkel, Joan Baker and
Wrisley, Northport Point, presi- increases, sought by the Union GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Janice Kootstra.Mrs. Ted Medema Mrs. Jay Bosch and Mrs. Dale
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 5-6660
dent; Noel K. Black and Donald Telephone Company in hearings Mrs. Mary French. 72. Ferrysburg, and Mrs. Bernard Keen arranged Kruithof.
J. Porter, both of Grand Rapids, before the Public Service commis- died Monday night at the Hillcrest the gifts. Assisting the bride was
vice presidents; Frank Nevins of sion. The report pointed out that Convalescent Home in Grand Miss Angie I^am. Flower arrangeDowagiac,treasurer,and Aurey D. "almost a year elapsed before a Haven where she had been con- ments were done by the bride's
Strohpaul of Grand Rapids, secre- decision was handed down and the fined since August of 1953. She was aunts, Misses Irene and Angie
tary-manager.
rates granted were far lower than bom Mary Kraai in Grand Haven Lam.
Oct. 28, 1883, and Nov. 5. 1905 she
those sought."
For a trip to northern Michigan,
Beauvais said the coming year was married to William J. French the new Mrs. Ming changed to a
who died Aug. 2, 1951. She was a
H« enjoys a cool glass of MAPLE
should see the completionof the
tailored black shantung suit with
power plant expansion program member of Spring Lake Presby- winter white accessoriesand white
GROVE Milk right along with the
and generating facilitiesraised terian church and its Ladies rose corsage. After Oct. 16, the
Circle.
rest of the family. Ho likes its
above the "critical demand” point.
couple will make their home at
Surviving are three sons, Robert
A drive for additional customers
137 East 38th St. Both the bride
at home and
rich,
creamy smoothness,
A. of Muskegon Heights, Thomas
can then be started, he said; with
and groom are graduatesof Holof Lincoln, Neb;; and Donald of
feels secure buying
land High School.
the knowledge that the demand
Grand Haven. A brother, Ralph
GROVE'S TEMPERATURE-CONcan be handJed.
Pre-nuptial showers were given
Kraai, of Grand Rapids, seven
Completion of the off - street grandchildrenand three great for the bride by Mrs, J a m e >
TROLLED MILK.
parking project should "remedy grandchildren
Mooi and Miss Marilyn Ming;
for some years to come the preFuneral serviceswill be held Misses Doreen Seheerhorn, Jeanne
sent parking problem," he said, from the Kammeraad Funeral Mast and Marilyn Boeve; Miss
(usd Redo Bar)
"without any burden on the tax Home where the body reposes, Judith Lam and Mrs. Thurman
ITS MICHIGAN
PHONE 2S37
roll.”
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. with the Rynbrandt; Mrs. Willard Alderink
"Construction of a new fire sta- Rev. Roy Marshall officiating. and Mrs. Thurman Rynbrandt, and
YOUR HOSTS*
tion is a must,” Beavais wrote, Burial will be in Spring Lake Misses Angie and Irene Lam.
"and it is hoped the voters will Cemetery.
PAUL AND SDNA VAN RAALTE
approve the proposition.One alterLocal Group Hears Dean
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
native would be to levy an addi-

—

QUENCH

Your Thirst

Rubber Stamps

Take Part

Tourney

HAMILTON

75741

BEN'S

:

boatsmen.

1

;

4>

SCRAP

The Bier Kelder offers many
services for

The

your

pleasure.

best in draught and

bottled beers

and

wines. All

served by trained employees.

Air-conditioned
and

open

noon until midnight.

WARM FRIEND

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

WE SPECIALIZE

Automatic
Service

TAVERN

T

ALL MAKES

ransmission

and Repair

ST.

Y

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

The Older
Your Car.

Look at Dad!!

TWO PLACES TO

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

and

MAPLE

(Ja/L

RcudieX

AVE

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY

ZEELAND
CLOSED SUNDAYS
State Farm bow figure* your comprehensive and collision rates by
the ORt of your car and where you
live.This guarantee* you pay the
minimum needed to protect care
like your own! Call me for complete details about State Farm's

tional mill, bringing the city to the
legal, 15-milllimit, but this

might

.

Phone 7133

Qualify . Saaionad

and

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.

Chester L Baumann, Agent
St.
St.
PhfM 6-8294

135 L 35th
5th

Authorised
orixed ReprMentotivMII

From Western Michigan

SOT. BERNARD L. VAN
KAMPEN, son of Mr. and

-James Gregg, dean of Western Michigan College, addressed
a large group at a meeting of the
South Ottawa Teachers Club Wed-

Mrs. Henry B. Van Kampen

Dr.

nesday evening at Townline School.
Police identifiedthe driver of the
Dr. Gregg's subject was "Let’s
car as Elmer Wissink, 42, of 323 Teach the Child.” He emphasized
West 30th St He was not held. the three "pleas” of the children:
Police said the bicycle had neither
"please understand us, please help
a front light nor rear reflector. us solve our real problems, and
please give us more teachers who
really understand us and can help
Having Busy
Fire Prevention Week in Holland us."
Albert Luurtsema conducted a
'has turned out to be one of the
busiest weeks in months for the short business meeting after which
Holland fire department. They tne group enjoyed a social hour.

Week

Ben Von Lente, Agent

Are.

Liervin Dirkse, 16, of 245H East

handicap the city at some future Ninth St Thursday night was
treated for cuts and bruises at
time."
HoUand Hospital after a bike he
was riding and a car collided at
Fairbanks Ave. and Seventh St.

"SteD-Down
"Step-Down Plan”
Plan It may save
you money.
ttpqs to tan jMr STATE FARM Apl

177 College

Bike Rider Injured

I4fl

PHONE im

were called out at 1 p.m. Friday to Mrs. Ada Naber and Mrs. Elizaput out a grass fire at 253 West beth Bouman acted as hostesses
and served the lunch.
18th St. No damage resulted.

of route 6, entered the

FRESH BAKED GOODS

Army

as a volunteer Feb. 8, 1955.
He spent his first 16 weeks of
training at Fort Knox, Ky.,
then was transferred to Fort
Bliss, Tex., where he studied
and graduatedfrom the antiaircraft artillery school for
light weapons. After a short
furlough at home he left for
Japan Aug. 29, 1955, and has
since been stationed near the
Misawa Air Base working
with 75 mm. guns. His address is Sgt. Bernard L. Van
Kampen. U.si55530280,Btry
"C’ 507th Ai ,.A. Bn.. APO
919, San Franlisco, Calif.
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NEWS, THUESDAY, OCTOIEE IE, 19W

Couple Married

Horn-Tellman Nuptials Performed

in

Ganges Church

Mr. ond Mrs. C. Robert Ludema
(Prince photo)

Mr. and Mrs. C. Robert Ludema skirt. The bridesmaids, Miss Joyce
are now at home at 4361a Pine Ludema and Miss Carole Ludema,
Ave.. after a honeymoontrip to wore matching gowns in rose rust.
Alberta, Canada. They were mar- They carried autumn bouquets.
Mr. ond Mrs. Jock A. Dicker
ried Sept. 25 in East Saugatuck Marla Lampen and Paul Tucker,
(Bulfordphoto)
Christian Reformed Church in niece and nephew of the bride,
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert F. Schievink
Miss Lois Elaine Knight, daugh- veil of French illusion. Her cas(Robinson photo) double ring rites performedby the were flower girl and ring bearer.
Mr. ond Mrs. Kenneth Norman Horn
Kenneth Ludema assisted the
Miss Mary Borr and Earl Rot- Rev. Simon Vroon.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Elliott cade bouquet included white
The Rev. J? H. Schaal performed
featheredcarnationssurrounding
A decorated arch and trellis dragons.
The bride, the former Hazel Joan groom as best man. Ushers were
the double ring ceremony which man of Holland attended the couof Fennville and Jack A. Decker,
Roger Horn served his brother
a white orchid.
Tucker, is the daughter of Herman Howard Tucker and Gordon flanked with bouquets of white
ple.
The
bride
chose
a
charcoal
united Miss Cynthia Mae De Witte
Mrs. Martin's gown of blue net
Tucker
of
East
Saugatuc’:. The Ludema.
gladioli and mums formed the set- as best man and ushers were son of Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceF.
dress
with
light
gray
accessories
and Robert F. Schievink in marHarry Tollman, brother of the Decker of Fennville.were married and lace over taffeta and Miss
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
At the reception in the church ting for the marriage of Miss
riage on Sept. 24. Rev. Schaal's and a corsage of blue crysanthebride, and Howard Boersen.
Sept. 29 in a double ring cere- Decker'sgown of yellow net and
parlors for 125 guests, Mr. and Georgianne Joyce Tollman and
home in Grand Rapids was the mums. Miss Borr wore a brown Otto Ludema of Coopersville.
The bride's mother was organist mony performed in Ganges Bap- lace over taffeta featured boleros
White
mums,
gladioli
and
snapKenneth
Norman
Horn
which
took
dress with white crysanthemums.
Mrs. Justin Tucker were master
scene of the wedding.
and Miss Marianne Hageman of tist Church. The Rev. Pixley read with Peter Pan collars. They wore
Following a trip to Chicago, the dragons, palms, ferns and candel- and mistress of ceremonies.Mr. place Monday , Oct. 1, in the
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
abra decorated the church for the and Mrs. Alvin Lobbes of Grand chapel of Maplewood Reformed Hope College was soloist.
the rites.
matching tiaras and carried boumd Mrs. Henry De Witte, 122 San- newlyweds are at home on Kalarites. Miss Jacqueline Ortman was
Serving at the reception held
Attending the couple were Mrs. quets of tiny mums.
Rapids arranged the gifts and Church.
ford St., Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. mazoo Dr. in Grand Raipids.The
organist and Miss Marian Gelder,
The Rev. John A. Roggen of in the church parlors were the Donald W. Martin as matron of An autumn theme was carried
Misses Delores Lampen and
Henry Schievink of KalamazooDrgroom is employed by his father soloist.
Sioux
Center. la., grandfatherof Misses May Jo Oonk. Jan Abma, honor; Miss Connie Decker, brides- out at a reception for 110 guests
Dorothy Tucker served punch. OthGrand Rapids, are the parents of
The bride wore a floor - length ers assistingwere Misses Thelma the bride, assisted by the R e v. Carol Cook, Loyise Zilverberg, maid; Jerry Decker, best man, at Leisure Hall. Lunch was served
in the carpenter trade.
the groom.
gown of chantilly lace and tulle Deters, Rose Jager, Bernice Kal- Abraham Rynbrandt, pastor of Patty Vander Beek and Marlene and J. D. Knight and Donald Mar- by the Ladies Aid Society.
over satin, fashioned with a fitted
Maplewood Church, performed the Hartgerink.Mr. and Mrs. Ted tin. ushers.
Following a wedding trip to
Ken Zimmerman,Chieftain end, lace bodice forming a sabrina mink, Gladys Kotman. Donna
“I love You Truly" and “The Niagara Falls the couple are now
double ring rites at 4 p.m. in the Van Oosterhout were master and
Lambers.
Marian
MeLste,
Gladys
recovered, but the losers failed to neckline featuring sequin trimmed
mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. Mary Lord's Prayer" were sung by at home in Ganges. For her honeypresence of about 60 guests.
move. Ron Kuyers, Dutch left half- pailettes. The long sleeves tapered Schrotenboerand Mrs. Lorraine
Holland
Parents of the couple are Mr. Tollman and Sally Tellman were in Miss Marie Schult. The altar was moon the bride selected a beige
Nyhof.
back, had intercepted a pass to to points over the wrists and lace
For going away, the bride wore and Mrs. Earle Tollman of route the gift room and Mrs. John San- decorated with bouquets of white wool jersey dress with dark brown
give Holland the ball on the Do- panels centered the bouffant skirt
a
brown wool dress, brown and 5 and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Horn of tinga and Calvin J. Rynbrandt gladioli, yellow mums, palms and accessories.
wagiac 34 to start the drive.
of tulle.A capulet of matchinglace
served punch.
The bride Is a graduate of HerAir, 2 by
candelabra.
Holland returns to Riverview embroideredwith sequins and white accessories and orchid cor- 182 East 16th St.
Following a three-week wedding
A
waltz length gown of white nando High School in Brooksville.
The
bride
chose a ballerinasage.
The
bride,
a
graduate
of
Park next Friday night to host pearls held her fingertip veil of illength gown of white lace over trip to Florida the couple will be chantilly lace over taffeta with Fla. She has been a resident of
St. Joseph. The Bears stopped Do- lusion. She carried a white Bible Holland Christian High School, is
employed at Holland Motor Ex- pink taffetawith bolero to match. at home after Nov. 1 at Macatawa. nylon net trim "Was chosen by the Fennville for the past Hi years.
For
wagiac earlier in the season. 19- with a lavender orchid.
Her veil was fashionedof pink For going away the bride chose a bride. She wore a tiara of seed The groom is a graduate of FennMiss Kathryn Brink as maid of press. Inc., office. The groom, a
6.
graduate of Coopersville High tulle and white lace. She carried black sheath dress with gray faille pearls which held her fingertip ville High School.
honor
wore
a
turquoise
gown
with
Statistics:
DOWAGIAC (Special I - Scoring
a white satin Bible with an orchid coat and black accessories. She
D
H
taffeta bodice and net-over-taffeta School, is a barber.
five of the first six times they
is a graduate of Holland Christian
and streamers.
are at home at one of the Harring11
First downs ....... ....18
had the ball, after spottingDowaHer
only
attendant was her sis- High School and attended Hope
ton cottages.
205
213
Yards
rushing
.....
giac a touchdown, the HoUand
ter. Miss Virginia Tollman, who College for two years. She is a
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pratt of
15
Yards
passing
..... .. 171
High gridders romped to an easy
was attired in a gown of white cashierat Van’s Super Market. The George Miller received word Chicago spent the weekend here
8
Passes attempted ... 14
34-13 win over Dowagiac here
groom,
a
graduate
of
Holland
High
lace over blue taffeta with matchlast week that his grandson. Rich- at the home of his mother, Mrs.
2
Passes completed .... 9
Friday night before 1,800 fans at
ing headpiece. Her bouquet includ- School, is with the Michigan ProBy Arnold Mulder
0
Passes
intercepted
ard Bradfield son of Mrs. Hazel L. C. Davis.
the Dowagiac Athletic Field.
duce
Co.
ed pink carnations and white snapMiss Doris Wightman, of Cedar
3
Fumbles
........... .... 2
Miller
Bradfieldof Flint was
For Holland it was a combinaMuch ado is being made about minds 'of millions, but he is just
Springs spent the weekend here at
3
Fumbles
recovered .... 2
mussing
in
Japan.
He
was
24
years
tion of a strong aerial game which
the super-colosselmovie built on much interestedin what peace
Punts .............. . 4-67 >153
of age and was serving as a deep the home of her parents, Mr. and
resultedin three touchdowns, and
does to the same millionsof minds.
30
Penalties .......... ...40
Tolstoi’s
novel,
“War
and
Peace"
sea diver with the armed forces Mrs. Chester Wightman. ,
• a good running game which reAnd what peace does is something Hurler Hatfield
Weekend guests at the homa of
Officials:John Visser, referee, —which not a few critics consider
in Japan where he had been sent
sulted in two scores. But both of
Admitted to Holland Hospital
quite as bad as what war does.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Heinze were
Max
Johnson, umpire, Herk Buter,
following
furlough
in
April
of
the running TD's were set up by
the greatest novel ever published.
Moreover. Tolstoi is interested
Friday were Elmer Lassenwell, this year.
Mrs. and Mrs. Lester Miller of
head linesman.
long passes.
The
inevitable cost of $6 million in the social reasons for war. He
Huron. Sunday guests were Mrs.
417 Howard Ave.; Jeanette SchurLineups
The
Reid
School
Parent
TeachHolland racked
yeards.
has once more been trotted out by does not believe that war is purely
man, route 6; Henry A. Kool, route ers Club met at the school house Helnze’s sister and brother • in Holland
the highest total made in the five
law. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hop2. Fennville; Mrs. James Dykema,
Van Eenanaam. Al- the movie magnates. Curiously, political or purely economic. Back
Dutch games which have resulted Ends*
for advertising purposes, cost of of wars stands God a world force."
FENNVILLE (Special* - Two- 77 West 10th St.; Michael Bowie, Wednesday evening with about 30 kins of Holland.
derink, B5eve, Streicher,Steffens.
present.
The
following
officers
In two wins, one loss and two ties.
those film spectables is always $6 That force, that cosmic chess run homers by Charley Maxwell 295 Washington Blvd.; Jon LooMr. and Mrs. Linton Foote and
were elected for the coming year;
On the ground, the Chieftains, Dams.
million, never S5 millionor $7 mil- player, manipulatesthe pieces on and Sherman Lollar mixed with man, 40 East Seventh St.; Beverly
son Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. HarTackles—
A
Hill. Brankema, De
President
Mrs.
Clyde
McKellips;
playing by far their best 1956
lion or any other figure. I don’t the chessboard of geography and some erratic pitching by Freddy Jacobs, route 1. Hamilton.
ry Litts observed their wedding
game after dropping three Ridder. Boengter, De Boer, Fitch, know why, but I firmly believe time and history. And a Napoleon Hatfield resulted in an interesting DischargedFriday w£re Michael Vice president.Mrs. Gordon Bab- anniversaries Sunday Sept. 30 at
Kemme.
bitt;
secretary
and
treasurer;
itraight, were about comparable.
that the traditionalfigure repre- is as much a piece that is being baseball game and a 12-4 triumph Bowie, 295 Washington Bivd.
Mrs. Harold Johnson. The pictures h dinner at the home of the Litts.
The Dutch made 213 yards rush- Guards — Van Zanden, White, sents a bit of economic bunk.
moved around as the humblest for Virgil Trucks’ barnstorming John Looman, 40 East Seventh St.; of the 1953 Flint tornado were It was the Foote’s 16th and the
Scully, Brink, Guilford.
ing to Dowagiac's205.
major leaguers against the South- lister Rhinehart, 122 East 16th
I have not seen “War and soldier.
Centers
Aye, Buis, Dyke,
shown by members of the 'South Litts’ 11th anniversary.
But in the air it was a different
Peace’’ on the screen, but all the
“War and Peace” is concerned western Michigan Baseball League St.; Mrs. Gilbert Zuverink. 104 Haven post of the Michigan State Mr*. Kathryn White and son.
Steggerda.
story.
Backs — T. Stoel. R. Kuyers, dramatic critics in whom I have with the prolongedperiod of the All - Stars at Fennville Memorial Spruce Ave.: Mrs. Martin Case- Police. Doughnuts and cider were Frank have returned to their hotne
With Tom Stoel doing all of the
Teske,
W. Kuyers, Howard, Bon- confidence agree that while as a Napoleonic wars, the same period field Saturdayafternoon before 800 mier, 40 East 26th St.; Mrs. Chris- served by the refreshment com- in South Chicago, having spent
touchdown pass pitching,the
well entertained spectators.
ten Bareman and baby, 68 West
nette, Hallett, Bolks, Elenbaas, B. spectacle it is truly ‘super-colos-that is the subject of Thomas
mittee who were the retiringoffi- several weeks at their farm home
Dutch threw 14 times in the game,
Holland’s George Zuverink pitch- 14th St.; Mrs. Bert Holtgeerts and
sel, " as a representation of Tols- Hardy’s “The Dynasts "
But alhere.
Stoel, Van Leeuwen, Bosch.
cers.
nine of which connected for a
Mr, and Mrs. Ami Miller are
toi's novel it is a waste of three though Tolstoi deals with specific ed five innings for the big leaguers baby, 240 West 36th St.; Mrs.
Dowagiac
The newly elected officers of
whopping 171 - yard total, high for
Ends — Bashaw, Murrow, Zim- and a half hours of the theatre wars and specific countries and and was touched for two runs be- Milton Carter and baby, 698 Aster the Ganges Baptist Youth Fellow- spending a few days this week in
the year.
specific people, the novel is about fore retiring to left field. Jack Ave.; Mrs. Verne Fuder and baby,
goer's time.
merman. Hills.
ship were installed at a service Grand Rapids with relatives and
Here’s what the Holland touchAccepting
that
almost
unaniall war and all peace and all peo- Harshman worked a pair of in- 1384 West 14th St.; Mrs. Herman Wednesday evening at the church. friends.
Tackles—
R. Carlson. Dan Behrdown parade looked like:
nings, but Hatfield'scomical two- Kammeraad and baby, 87 West
mous verdict, therefore, the best ples and all countries.
man.
Mrs. Nettie Lynch returned SunJerry Nye was in charge and 18
1. Stoel sneaked two yards with
The Tolstoi novel was not writ- frame chore was the pitching 35th St.; Sandra Stewart, route 2; young people were present with day from Denver where she spent
Guards
—
Johnson. Springsteen, advice would seem to be to read
5:40 left in the first quarter to
Jimmie Schaap, 787 Lincoln Ave.
the book. Even if you go to see ten to meet a market, as was for highlight.
Laszynski.
two weeks at the home of her
climax a 75-yard eight play drive.
Admitted Saturday were Grace their sponsor, Mrs. Arnold Green
The Chicago infielder asked for
the movie, reading the book will instance such a book as "All Quiet
Centers — Dave Behrman.
and the Rev. Pixley and Mrs. son William Adair and family.
The score was set up on a 20Sturing,
74
East
17th
St.;
John
Backs — Langley, Waters, Rey- still be one of the great intellect- on the Western Front.* Napoleon a new ball and got it — still in
Edmund Loomis who was inyard Stoel to fullback Wes KuyTimmer, 304 Fourth Ave.; Carol Graydon Chapman. Officers who
ual adventures open to anyone was defeated in 1815, at Waterloo: the box. Unflustered. Fred deliwere installed were: President jured in a fall in his work as
Veltman.
1024
West
32nd
St.;
Mary
ers pass.
who can read.
"War and Peace" did not appear vered box and contents to the Kamphuis, route 2; Marie Howard, Miss Carole Wolters; vice presi- a painter has returned to his
2. Kuyers. who was up to his
But anyone setting out to read until 1866. a half century later, plate. Fennville'sJack Turner 77 RiverhillsDr.; Kirk Weller. 17 dent Miss Barbara Voss; secre- home at Colorado Spings, Cok).,
old tricks of cutting the line to
Tolstoi’snovel should be told in and not until its author had learn- took a cut, socked the ball out of
after three weeks In a hospital
East 24th St.; Mrs. Nellie Plagge- tary Miss Sally Green; treasurer
bits, plunged one yard with 7:50
advance that unless he faces the ed from first hand contact what the box and into left field for a meyer, 203 East Eighth St.; Mrs. Miss Margie Sargent. A “This Is there. He will be confined to his
to go in the second quarter for
book with deep intellectualser- war was like and what peace was single. "Mound clown" Hatfield Hattie Frundt, no address listed; Your Life" program was given in
the second Holland score. This TD,
would spin completely around beiousness he is goipg to waste his like.
honor of Miss Wolters at the party
like the first, was set up on a long
fore delivering his pitches and James Vanden Berg, 88 East 18th
time. "War and Peace" is fiction
Tolsloi
died
in
1910,
four
years
BarbeSt.; Dick Smit, route 2, Hamilton. following the installation.
38-yard pass from Stoel to end
split the plate with every offering.
but it is as serious as anything before the opening of World War
cues, punch and cookies were servDischarged
Saturday
were
John
Larry Alderink in a seven - play
Trucks didn’t pitch, but coached
Cosmopolitan fraternity took that has ever been put into print. I, that he had predicted. No one
ed.
63 - yard drive.
from third base. Bob Buhl didn’t Jansen. 565 West 18th St.; Jerry
home two big Homecomingprizes
It will he important also to re- has apeared since then who can do
Robert Gooding,choir leader of
Smeenge,
route 1; Mrs. Seymour
3. With 15 seconds left in the
and Queen JoycelynFryling was member that Tolstoi’s novel is not for this century's two world wars get in the game and Steve Gro- Padnos and baby, 115 East 26th the Ganges Methodist Church, was
Injured in
half. Stoel passed to right halfpresented to the crowd at half- what its title might suggest to the what he did for the Napoleonic mek wasn’t there but the big St.; Mrs. Jay Mulder and baby, gues* of honor at a “This Is Your
back Vem Teske for 19 yards and
leaguers’ lineup was filled with
time of the Hope - Adrian game unwary, a fictional sermon against struggles.
251 Dartmouth; Mary Kamphuis, Life" program Wednesday evena TD. This came after nine plays
stars. With Lollar catching, MaxFour South Haven teenagers
Saturday afternoon in Riverview war. The “Peace" part of the title
route 2; Kirk Weller. 17 East 24th ing at the Ganges Methodist
If you intend to read the book,
and a 70 - yard drive.
well
and
Earl
Torgeson
shared
were
among five persons injured
v
St.; Carol Veltman,1024 West 32nd Church. Coming as a complete
is is important as the “War'’ part. by all means buy it. The copyright
4. Stoel. with the third quarter
Saturdaynight in a three-car colThe Cosmopolitans’floai won Tolstoi,who himself served as a has long since expired and the first base, Hatfield did some time St.; Albert Brandsen, route 4
surprise
to
Gooding
the
detailes
about half over, flipped a nineat second before moving to the
first prize and their house de?or- soldierin the Crimean War. tries
Admitted Sunday were Thomas of the program were cleverly lision on the four lane portion of
price is trifling. Reading the book
yard pass to sub halfback Keith
ation also won a blue ribbon in to show what war does to the is a job that will take many weeks. mound, Eddie Kazanski was at Miller, 323 Broadway, South worked out by the Rev. Henry US-31 between Saugatuck and
Bosch to finish off a short 31short and Frank House played
the men's division. Women’s diviHaven; Mrs. Norman Ettmueller, Alexander.A book and a silver Douglas.
yeard drive in seven plays.
third. Harshman and Maxwell al- 114 West 30th St.; Joan Peck, 130
Injured were Patricia Postle,16,
sion winners were Durfee Hall in
cup were presented Gooding hi ap5. The fifth and what proved to
ternated in right field and John- Van Buren St., South Haven;
fractured right wrist and jaw, fahouse decorations and Delta Phi Fans Get Big Charge
preciation
of
his
work
as
choir
be the final touchdownwound up a
ny Groth played center.
in the float competition.
Patricia Postle, 115 Aylworth Ct., leader for the past several years. cial lacerations; Joan Peekr 16,
eight - play 73-yard series. Again,
Retired
The queen made a tour of the Out of Wrestling Show
South Haven, Edna O e t m a n, A fellowship dinner at which the multiple lacerations and bruises:
Stoel picked out Teske with 1:20
field preceded by the seven memroute 6; Betty Lieuwen, 316 West choir, their leader and accompa- Thomas A. Miller, 18, fractured
left in the quarter for a 30-yard
More than 3,000 Holland area
Holland Youth Ticketed
bers of her court, all in converti18th St.; Mrs. Frpd Meyer. 133 nist. Mrs. Mae Winne were hon- jaw. facial lacerations;Gordon
tally.
Harley brown sang “The wrestling fans, with the women
Dies at
Aniline Ave.; Mrs. Johanna Karel, ored guests, proceeded the pro- Hardester, 17, multiple abrasions;
After Zeeland Accident
Tom Aye converted on four of bles.
Clarence Ekdahl, 45, head laceraQueen’s Song" as Joycelyn was spectatorsgiving out with the most
267 East 11th St.
gram.
five kicks with Bob Bonnette holdbeing escorted to the center of the noise, got a big boot out of the
Discharged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
ZEELAND (Special)
Ed L.
A number of members of the tions and possible skull fractures.
George Sulkers, 84, formerly of
ing.
All the teenagers were riding in
field.
Koops,
18, of 18 East 12th St., Ann Grass, route 3; Mrs. James Ganges Baptist Church*attendeda
Dowagiac knocked Holland
| three - bout card Saturday night 643 West 21st St., died at Pine Rest
The awards were announced by
Holland, was ticketed for driving Dykema, 77 West 10th S4.; Marie World Mission Cavalcade supper a car driven by Miller. South
right off its pins in the first perSanatarium late Saturday evening without due caution by Zeeland Howard, 77 Riverhills Dr.; at South Haven Baptist Qiurch Haven State Police said Ekdahl
George Evans, president of the at Holland Civic Center.
iod. After Holland hadn’t gone anywas driving north on US-31 when
Adrian student union, who judg- Many of the women, especially after being hospitalizedsince last police Sunday afternoon after his Caroline Hllarides, 85 West 13th Thursday evening.
where on the first series, (the
ed the floats and house decora- those around ringside got “car- February.
car
collided with one driven by St; Mrs. Paul Slotman and baby,
The Jill Club met Wednesday he crossed the center line and colonly one they didn't in the first
tions. KolJen and Van Vleck Halls ried away" and s c r e a m ed,
Louis
A.
Van
Ingen,
54, of 308 Hamilton; Mrs. James Smith and evening at the home of Mr*. Alan lided with Miller's car just as he
three quarters),the Chieftains
baby, route 1, Zeeland; Mrs.
won honorablemention for their shrieked and pointed accusing fing- He was born in East Saugatuck West 19th St. Holland.
Wightman for their first meeting was passing another vehicle.
took over on the Holland 47.
The impact knocked Miller'scar
house decorations and Sigma Sig- ers at the gladiators performing and lived in this communityall
Police said Koops was exceed- Robert Kuiper and baby, route 1; of the year. The newly elected
Four plays later, halfback John
his life. He served as a section ing the speed limit going east on Orray J. Blok, East Saugatuck;
backwards into one driven by
ma sorority was the runner - up in the ring.
president.
Mrs.
Marian
Van
LeeuWaters swept the end for 21 yards
for the float trophy. In the men’a
In the tag team bout, crowd fav- foreman with the Pere Marquette Central Ave. and that he did not George Lawrence, 3660 168th Ave. wen presided at the business ses- Wayne Sluis, 18, Saugatuck,who
and the Dowagiac score. A pass
was not injured.
division,it was the Knickerbock- orites Farmer Marlin and Bill Fox, Railroad for over 50 years. He re- see the Van Ingen car until It
sion. John Blore of England was
from quarterback Dave Langely ers and the Fraters who received
The injured were all taken to
who followed the script and took tired several years ago. His wife, was in front of him. Van Ingen’s Driver Issued Ticket
guest speaker. Blore who nas been
to end Charles Bashaw made the
Holland Hospital and are reported
honorable mention for their house a terrific beating, finally won Hannah died in January. 1954. His 1953 model car was hit in the left
learning
about
fruit
farming
first
John
Maat,
69.
of
453
Gordon
conversion
in good condition. Hardester was
decorations and the Knickerbock- over Benito Gandini, roly • poly sons, Ernest and Chester, both of rear and knocked into a telephone
St. Saturday received multiple hand on the Wightman farrn has
In the fourth quarter, with Hol- ers repeated in the floats awards.
treated and discharged.
Italian and Hans Herman, 300- Holland, die4 several years ago. pole, causing damage estimated at
been there for the summer and
land’i lineup loaded with reserves.
He Is survivedby two daugh- 3600. Koops’ car received damag- bruises when his car collidedwith
State Police said Ekdahl's '54
pound bruiser. Tuffy Trusdell stopfall.
He
will
leave
sooon
for
his
one driven by Herbert Tanis, 37,
Dowagiac blocked a Ken Hill punt
station wagon received damage
ped Johnny Gates *nd Dino Bravo tera-In-law, Mrs. Fred Brummer es estimated at 5200.
of 196 River Ave. at the intersec home in England.
and Fred Hills of Dowagiac re- Man Bound Over
estimatedat 5500, the ’50 Model
defeated Paul Orth m the openers. and Mrs. Lillian Sulkers* one
tion of 17th and 16th Sts. at the * A number from here attended
covered on the Dutch 19 to set up
granddaughter, Mrs. B. J. WesterGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Miller car was * total loss while
the
Allegan
County
Sunday
School
"Y-" PoUce issued Maat h ticket
the second Chieftain touchdown. Kenneth Don Schmitt, 27, of 8204
hof and one great granddaughter, Holland Man Injured
Conventionin Allegan last Tues- damage to the *51 model Sluis car
Langley sneaked through guard Franklin St., Grand Haven waived Marriage Licenses
Mary Kay Westerhof: two sisters, James Hall, 20, of 280 West 16th for failure to yield the right of
was minor.
day afternoon and evening.
way
to
through
traffic.
Damage
to
from the two for the tally after examination when arraigned in
Ottawa County
Mrs. Kate Ravin and Mrs. Annie St., Thursday received cuts and
Police said they are continuing
The Ganges Bridge Club met
aetting up the score on a 15 yard Municipal court Friday on
George M. Maierhauser, 31, VerBurg of East Saupatuck.
bruises when his car was struck the ‘54 model Tanis car was estiMonday
afternoon in the home of their investigation.
mated
at
5500
while
the
’49
model
end run. The conversion attempt charge of Indecent liberties. Bond West Olive, and Phyllis Joyce
by one driven by Catherine Aspy,
Mrs. Waldo Phelps. A dessert
was missed.
The poison thqt *ome animals 58, Indianapolis, Ind. at 12th St. Maat car was judged a total loss,
of 3500 was not furnished and he Chaffee, 23, route 1, Grand Haven;
The Emperor Charlemagne of
lunch was served followed by an
police
said.
It looked like Holland was go- was committed ,to Jail to await ap- Larey Knoper, 19, route 1, Allen- produce help* the animal to pro- and Columbia Ave. Mrs. Aspy was
the Franks was crowded on the
afternoon
of
bridge.
ing to score a sixth straight time pearance in Circuit Court Oct. 15, dale, and Carol Behrens, 18. route tect itself.Some animal* use their given a ticket for running a stop
- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Decker re- site of wh|t is now the Church of
in the fourth quarter but a at 9 mm.
4m. The alleged offense oc- 1, Hudsonville; Atenneth Marvin poison in subduing their prey. Such street. Police said damage to the Hunkan hair gVowi from one - turned Wednesday from their hon St. Peters Rome, on Christmas
half
fb
three
fourths,
of
an
inch
a
Hoiks fumble on the Dowagiac curre^ept. 19. Tht arrest was by Bosch. 25, Earn Saugatuck, and insectsas some spiders and wasps two late model cars was estimated
eymoon trip to Niagara Falls and day,
month.
at
. .
>
the. threat.
city police.
use it in that way.
Lois M.
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Mrs. James Tyink, 59,

Rena Boven Ends

Car Rolls Over;

Saccumbs at Hospital
“Brotherhood in Christ” and
“Go For a Walk With God” were
Mrs. James Tyink, 59, of route
the sermon topics used by the
1, Holland,, died Monday mornBnililing
Rev. Denekas on Sunday.
ing at Holland Hospital following
Sharon Riemenma of Holland
was guest soloist at the Sunday Three Grand Rj4>ids teenagers a short illness. She was born Oct.
evening services.She was accom- were injured Thursday afternoon 10, 1897, in Laketown townihlp to
For
in
Activities
panied on the piano by Eva Meln- when their car went out of conSunday was a memorable day pital, you will stiil be
the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert
sma.
trol on 168th Ave. near Riley Ave.
for Rena Boven, longtime “head” dent, retired or not Betides the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Scholten. She was a member of of Holland Hospital.
Holy Communion was celebrated and rolled over.
double work you always did, I can
Bids Will Be Awarded
The Ottawa County Board of Sup- at the morning services on SunFrances Elkins, Eugene Heyden- Immanuel Baptist Church.
It was the day she “officially” still see you during fee war, aertfbAbout Not. 15 With
ervisors Friday afternoonbegan day. Vesper Services were held burg, and Leon Sears, all 16, were
Survivingbesides the husband retired after more than 37 years bing the hall when juitarf wen
taken to Holland Hospital for are six daughters, Mrs. Marinus with the local institution, most of so scarce, and Dr. 7?lcholsMogbwork on the county’s 1957 budget at 3 o’clock.
Work Soon Afterward
The Missionary Societiesare treatment of lacerationsand mul- (Kathleen) Bruursema, Mrs. Ells- that period as superintendent of ing and
Datdh
which tentativelycalls for a total collectinggifts for the Christmas
tiple bruises.
Cleanser herself.’*
worth (Selma) De Haan, of Hol- nurses.
Major construction activity at
outlay of $814,004.89.This figure boxes which will be sent to the
It was first feared that Hcyden- land. Mrs. John (Donna) Bos of
In observance of this milestone,
From a former asndaftiwarn la
-Uhe local H. J. Heinz Company
is $71,883.62 more than the budget mission fields.
burg was seriously injured. He Grand Haven, Mrs. Jason (Esther) Miss Boven's many friends In and New York: “Yoa always were aw
will begin in late November, it
Julius Heck and Kenneth Bolks was pinned under the car after it
for the current year.
Ebels of Holland, Jean 'and Carla out of the profession rallied to- star recruiter of student nuraai
have
been
appointed chusch finally slid to a stop. X-rays failed at home; four sons, Alvin of Hol- gether with notes of congratulawas announcedFriday by Manager
No action was taken Friday, and
when I was in Grtxnd Rapids. Aad
ushers for October.
to disclose any fractures. All land, Russell of Zeeland, Delbert tions and greetingswhich together what lovely girls you alwaja «at
C B. McCormick.
action on certain sections on salNext Sunday the Rev. Denekas three were discharged.
at home and James, Jr., of Hol- with other mementoes of a life- us And how proud I was wfcen
aries will not be taken until next
The new buildings will be conwill conduct both services at
Ottawa County deputies said land; 12 grandchildren;two sis- time of service were put into three you employed thfrai Ulsr gredsamonth.
Meanwhile,
the
board
is
structed, with a now existing
Vriesland Reformed Church by Miss Elkins was driving north on ters, Mrs. John Koster and Mrs memory books
one showing tion and gave such glowing rcpsrts
considering a microfilming process
classical appointment.
building scheduled for extensive
168th Ave. when she lost control. Henry Boeve and one brother, newspaper clippingsand photo- of their profess tonal 4eQI cal Madfor use in reducing the stockpile
A welcome back reception was The car whipped back and forth Henry Scholten, all of Holland.
graphs, another containing letters, ness.”
remodeling.
of old records and other work at
recently held at the church in hon- on the dirt road for nearly 500 feet
and a third containing greeting
an
estimated
cost
of
$6,218
for
the
The largest of the new strucMiss Betty Jone Ebel
From a doctor: “Very modi
or of the Rev. and Mrs. Denekas
cards plus more letters and notes.
before flippingover.
tures will be a combination wareMr. and Mrs. William Ebel of coming year.
small children, edits sad jiiyiii i.
upon returningfrom their sum- A fourth passenger, Patricia
The
day
before
the
official
rehouse - manufacturing building, route 1, West Olive, announce the
Supervisorstentatively apprdv mer vacation. A musical program
little hospitals have to oorae frsai
tirement, the hospital sent her a
three stories high that will be 563 engagement of their daughter, ed an additional $262.50 increase was given at the meeting. The Norder, 16, also of Grand Rapids
All the Home Economics mem- bouquet of 37 red roses, one for good heritage, be babtad aal
was
not
injured.
Deputies
‘ said
feet long and 183 feet wide. This Betty Jane, to Harvey Wolters, son for the county clerk, treasurer, Denekases were presented with a
fussed with, led on
ber* are invited to a special pro- each year of her hospital career.
buildingwill be 63 feet longer than of Mr. and ^Mrs. Henry Wolters oif registerof deeds, she-iff and pro- gift from the congregation. Re- the group was out for a ride to
Your
interest in 1h
gram to be held at Federal school The memory books were presentTunnel Park and lost their way.
the company's new warehouse in route 1, West OMve.
secuting attorney after the county freshments were served in the
in Holland next Monday evening, ed to her Sunday afternoonby tients,'empV)j*es, n
Pittsburgh.v
officers contmittee was informed church parlors.
Oct. 15 at 7:30. The object of the Fred Burd, hospital director;Knth- tors has always been more thaw
Grand Haven city recent raised its
appreciated, and I am sura you
The brick and concrete block
Mr. and Mrs. John Yonker beprogram Is to acquaint the mem
have helped all of os many mum
officers approximately9 percent. came the parents of a baby girt
i building will have a five-pallet
hors with the new “Safety”proand taught its much."
This would put most county offi- on Sept. 22. She has been named
high warehousing operationson the
gram, which will be explained by
cers in the $5,800 class.
CharleneBeth.
first floor. On the second and third
Mrs. Tom Kraai from Zeeland.
From a friend: “A good suaqr
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Yonker are
floors, which will occupy only half
Refreshmentswill be served.
The board is anticipatingspreadyears ago 1 saw a motto OB Jim
/
of the first floor, will be manufacing 4.35 mills, and Henry Slaugh- the parents of a baby girl named
wall of an eminent surgeoa'sifffra
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rlsselada
turing, operations,including the
ter of Tallmadge township, mem- Kathy Joy.
which read,, 1 shall pan firadi
One
person
was
injured Thurs- of Holland were visitors at the
Mrs. John Boerman served as a
processing,packing and labeling of
ber of the ways and means comthis world but once. Any good
home of Mrs. Sena Redder last
day
pight
in
a
four-car
pileup
or.
pickles, and vinegar filling
therefore that I can do, let me
mittee, hopes to realize $75,000 substitute teacher at Pershing M-21 near Sneller's Hardware weck.
School Monday because of illness
not defer nor neglect 1L’ I believe
labeling.
from fees.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hop are
store.
Roughly, the budget calls for the of the regular teacher, Mrs. Jonathis motto has been engraved upThe second building will house
the
parents
of
a
baby
boy
born
Mrs. Gladys Hansen, 50, Grandthon Blauwkamp.
on your bsart"
following, 1957 figure first and 1956
both employe’sfacilities and manat Holland hospital last week. He
ville,
was
taken
to
Zeeland
HospiThe following guests were enfigures second:
From a classmate: “Do you reufacturing operations. It will be
tal for treatment of cuts and has been named Craig Allen.
Appropriations, $8,250 and $7,- tertained at the Manse last week
member
J an. 16, 1916? You and X
two stories high and will be 100
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
N
1
e
b
o
e
r
bruisesand possiblechest injuries.
050; addressograplh,$1,825 and $1,- Thursday: Mrs. Fanny Freeman,
started our training at Butterfeet wide by 140 feet long. The
spent Tuesday evening at the home
Ottawa
County
deputies
said
the
775; Board of Supervisors, $14,225 Mrs. Minnie Lezman, Mrs. John
worth hospitalI couldn’t go on
first floor will be dressing rooms
accident occurredwhen Henry of Mr. and Mrs. John Vander
and $13,325;Circuit Court, $11,900 Heck, Mrs. Jennie Smoes, Mrs.
that morning because my trade
for employes, a lunch room and
Ben
Schipper, Mrs. Hein Dannen- Weurding, 21, route 2, Hudson- Ploeg in Holland.
and $6,600; Circuit Court commiswith my uniforms bad not come
the medical department. ConstrucLocal
^
Home
Extension
Club
berg, Mrs. Johannas Boerman, ville,made a U-turn in the middle
sioners, $50 and $50; medical exfrom the depot I couldn't 90 on
tion will begin upon completion
members joined the women of the
Mrs. Henry Bleeker, Mrs. Clara of M-21.
aminers,
$3,000
and
$3,000;
agriduty untU1 noon. That made you
entire county at an all-day meetof the warehousing- manufacturA
car
driven
by
Henry
SteenBerens, Mrs. Henry Borens and
cultural agent and home demonmy senior by a half day.”
ing held at Allendale Tuesday.
ing building.
Mrs. John Berens, Sr.
wyk, 57, of 101 West Main St.,
stration, $8,060 and $6,885;county
From a pastor: As a pastor I
Highlight of the day’s program
Building 19, presentlya combinaMrs. Fanny Loedema, Mrs. Min- Zeeland, struck Weurding’s car
clerk, $4,619 and $3,846; county
made many calls in Holland Hoawas
an
address on "Streamlining
tion maunfacturing- warehousing
nie Yonkers, Mrs. Johannas Boer- broadside Other cars following,
treasurer, $5,936.60 and $4,036.
pital and many a patient spoko to
building, will be completelyreman, Mrs. Minnie Lezman, Mrs. operatedby Dolores Hansen, 24, Your Personality” by Mrs. ClayMiss Sondra Ruth Tien
Court House and grounds $11,165
me about the loving service which
ton Hoffman of Grand Rapids.
’ modeled and converted into a
Tlie engagement of Miss Sandra and $13,315; drain commissioner, Fanny Freeman, Mrs. C. Denekas, Grandville,and Adrian Kramer,
you so efficientlygave in their
The
local club was organized
Rena Boven
warehouse.
Ruth Tien to John W. Billett has $3,150 and $2,350; election,$5,475 and Sophia Denekas were enter- 39, Virginia Park, piled into the more than 20 years ago and the
behalf. I know that it was deepDrawing for these three projects been announced by her parents, and $31,267.77; justice court, $21,- tained at the home of Mrs. John initial accident.
ryn
Groenevelt,
director of nurs- ly appreciated although it may not
average membership has been
Deputies said # Weurding was about 20. The aim of the club Is ing services,and Jo Peerbolt,pur- always have been directly espresr
were submitted to contractors Mr. and Mrs. John Tien of Hol- 850 and $13,700; hospitalizationBoerman Tuesday.
and are due to be returned by land. Mr. Billett is the son of Mr. $725 and $625; county agent ju- Mr. and Mrs. Ed Berens and given a ticket for interferingnot to be the best housekeeperIn chasing agent. Miss Boven cur- cd to you. Your faithfuldevotion
, Oct. 25. The contract will be let
and Mrs. Fred Billett of Hamilton. venile court $2,645 and 2645; Mrs. and Mrs. Harold Dannen- with through traffic.They esti- the neighborhood,but the best rently is staying with her brothcr- to your task has often been e real
on about Nov. 15, and construc- Miss Tien attended Hope College friend of the court and probation bergs and families enjoyed a mated damage to the four vehicles homemaker, between which there In - law and sister, Dr. and Mrs. inspiration. Your friendshipis one
at $1,000.
tion will start soon thereafter.
and Western Michigan College,and officer, $3,989 and $3,356; miscel- scenic drive up north Saturday.
W. C. Kools, West 11th St.
of our most prized treasures.”
is a vast difference.
Those helping the Rev. Denekas
is teaching at present. Mr. Billett laneous, $54,300 and $48,600; proThat she was pleased by the
From a doctor: Rent Boven
is a senior at M i c h i g a n State bate court, $7,719 and $5,188; ju- teach catechism fog this season
many fine expressions of affection and Holland Hospital have been
Dick Lenters Dies
are
Mrs.
Hazel
Bleeker,
Mrs.
HelFuneral
Rites
Scheduled
University.
and appreciationwas evidenced by synonymous for almost four decvenile court, $20,000 and $15,000.
en Boerman and Mrs. Angeline
her interest in the letters and ades. Your place In the heerts
Unexpectedlyat Home
Prosecuting attorney, $1,606 and
For
Ernest
Sharp,
55
Jurries.
cards which numbered more than and lives of the people of Hol$1,581; photostat,$5,100 and $5,100;
by Peter Bogg»
Dick Lenters, 70, of 13 East 16th
Ernest Sharp, 55, died at his 125. “Thank you all, so much .
land will be difficult to filL”
register of deeds, $5,459 and $5,538;
Fire Preventive Dog
St., died unexpectedly Monday home at 18102 Wlnthrup,Detroit, she said. There were so many letFrom a friend: “To me you have
After one of the recent fall
The film “Seventeen” will be road commissioners, $2,400 and $2,morning at his home.
Sunday. He was bom July 13, 1901, ters, It would be Impossibleto always been what Florence Night400;
sheriff
$55,610
and
$50,700;
storms on the coast of Maine, the shown at the local church next
Surviving are the wife, Minnie; and married Gertrude Correll of acknowledgethem separately.
ingale intended a nurse to be
board of education, $55,389 and
home of a friend of mine was
two children,Hannah Lenters and Grand Haven. Dec. 21,• 1946. He
The letters themselves paid fine tender, compassionate, akiUtuland
Tuesday evening, Oct. 16 at 7:45. $39,*275; health unit, $95,078.80and
without electricity for four or five
Supt. and Mrs. Jay Van Hoven Dick Lenters, Jr., both at home;
was employed at the Tool Service tribute to a person and a career always gay and cheerful”
$88,352; salaries, $175,310.80 and
days. During this time, the house The public is invited.
and childrenof Harbor Springs two brothers,Gerrit of Holland and in Detroit.
unselfish In devotion to mankind.
$157,260.
spent last weekend with his par- Edward of East Saugatuck, and a
was lighted by candles at night. Funeral services were held last
Surviving are the wife; a brothOne nurse wrote: “‘The news
The Federal Reserve system
County
drain at large, $3,700.51 ents Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van
One evening just before the elec- Saturday afternoon at the church
and $3,423.40; social welfare direct Hoven and other relatives in brother-in-lawand sister-in-law, er, Charles, and a sister, Dorothy that you are retiring doesn’t mean was establishedduring the admintricity w'as restored, a curtain for Charles Vender Veen, 81, who
Henry Meiste and Mrs. Grace of Saginaw, also a stepmotherIn a thing to me for as long as I istration of President Woodrow
relief, $4,000 and $2,000; social wel- Zeeland.
near their sleeping dog caught
Lenters, both of East Saugatuck. New York.
know a thing about Holland Hos- Wilson.
died last week Wednesday evening fare administration salaries and
Don Vos and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
fire from a lighted candle.
expenses,
$79,931.37
and
$63,376.50;
Vos are attending a grower's conThe blaze was quickly extingu- at St. Mary’s Hospital following a
tax allocation, $900 and $800; traf- vention in Traverse City this week.
ished before any great amount of heart attack. Burial was in Beafic safety, $4,500 and $3,200; counDr. and Mrs. R. R. Nykamp
damage was done, but somehow verdam Cemetery.
ty roads and parks, $5,000 and have returnedhome after spendthe dog realized that a lighted
The Rev. G. A. Aalbertswith $55,000; camp Pottawatomie,$3,- ing a week’s vacation with relacandle had caused this near-catasthe Rev. J. Den Ouden of Zeeland, 500 and $3,500; soldiers and sail- tives in North Dakota.
trophe. He then started a crusade
the Rev. P. Aalderink of James- ors relief, $3,000 and $3,000; buildDr. Gordon Duer attended a conagainst each and every lighted town and the Rev. H. Maasen of
ing and site fund, none and $75,- vention of optometristsin Traverse
.candle.
North Blendon comprisinga com- 000; special appraisal,$121,400 and City, this week.
Today his owners don't even use mittee representingthe Zeeland none; total county budget, $814,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hencandles on their dinner table, as Classis, were in Galt, Ontario, 004.89 and $742,121.27.
dricks have returned home from a
has always been their custom. The London, Monday where they helped
trip to Birmingham, N. D., where
dog waits and when the opportuni- the organization of the Galt Rethey visited relativesand also atty presents itself he jumps on the formed congregation under the
tended a golden wedding annivertable— a rather upsettingproce- supervision of the Zeeland classis. Fire-Fighting
sary.
dure — and bites the candles out.
The Rev. L. J. Borst from OakMrs. MargueriteDen Herder of
Recently I visited this home and dale Reformed Church of Grand
East Lansing spent the weekend
with her children, Mr. and Mrs.
was told the story. An unlighted Rapids spoke to the ladies of the
Bests
Bob Den Herder and family.
pair of candles were on a table. local congregationTuesday eveMrs. Milan Huyser, Mrs. Minnie
I went over and lit one. The dog, ning on the work of the Hebrew
The fire-fightingdemonstration Linguis and Mrs. Jennie Brower
who was lying at his master's feet, Mission. Rev. Borst served on
Thursday night at the Civic enjoyed a trip to Big Bay in the
trotted over and promptly extingu- Board of Mission for several
Center lot received competition upper peninsula last week.
years.
ished it.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brink and from the rain, but the equipment Joe Meeuwsen and sister, Miss
On Losing Temper* With Dogs family and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit shown by Chief Andrew Klom- Jennie Meeuwsen are spending this
C. L. M. writes me saying she Brink spent Sunday afternoon and parens and his men produced more week at Atwood, Mich., visiting
water, if not for as long.
his daughterand family, Mr. and
or he has noticed that from time evening in Muskegon with Mr.
The aerial ladder with attached Mrs. Vander Heide.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Vander
Beek
and
to time I have taken particular
deluge guns provided the most imAt the meeting of the Zeeland
pains to tell my readers not to Ruth.
pressive display. One gun was at Lions Club held last week the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Poskey
visitget angry with your dog? Will it
make him lose his confidence in ed Mr. and Mrs. John Klomp at the top of the ladder, another members heard a report of work
Zeeland last week Saturday mounted on the truck and a third fn Christian ministry to the blind,
you or what?”
was used from the ground. They by guest speaker Martin Kuening
Dogs very seldom lose confi- evening.
dence in their masters whether Mrs. Johanna Brower and Alma threw 400 feet into the air, Klom- of Holland. Mr. Kuening told of his
parens estimated.
work among the blind, which inthey be good or bad, rich or poor. of Vriesland were Sunday evening
Other demonstrationsincluded cludes distribution of sermons,
It isn’t for fear of that happening guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Kameight two and a half inch lines run hymns, Bible courses and chilthat I advocat cnot losing your minga and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veltema off three pumpers and a show of dren’s stories In braille, the raised
temper with a dog. A dog understands commands not by words, and children of Eastmanville visit- the "fog line,” a high pressure symbol process which enables the
setup which sends water out in a blind to read with their fingers.
but by the sound and tone of your ed Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman
He stated that these publications
vapor rather than a stream.
list
week
Saturday.
Sunday
evevoice. It is born in a dog to want
Klomparens
was
most interested are produced by Braille Publicaning
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Stegeto please and do what his master
tions of Holland and are distributwants him to do. He can’t do that man and children of New Gronin- in the demonstration of an electric
gen
visited at the Stegeman home. saw which cut through a mock, ed in the United States and 41
unless he understandsyou. When
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink, floor to extinguish a fire in a base- other countries.Cleo Huizinga inyou lose your temper you not only
Preston
and Faith visited Mr. and ment. He emphasied that trap troduced the speaker.
frighten the animal, but nine
Herbert De Kleine, agriculture
E.
Mrs. Henry Vander Wal and Carol doors about eight feet square
times out of ten he doesn't know
Sunday evening following the should be located at several places instructor at Zeeland High, anwhat you want him to do.
• Cobo gave Detroit its greatest era of progress.
• Ike brought us peace, as he said he would!
church service.
in every downtown store to enable nounced that there will be a meetHe can do the same for Michigan!
ing in the high school this evening
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Vander
Wal
firemen
to get into basements.
•
Ike
brought
us
prosperity
NOT
dependant
on
Dogs’ Teeth Need Attention
entertained Mr. and Mrs. George
When
a
trap door is available, at 7:45 for any young men inter•
Cobo, at the same time, held the line on taxasl
war!
A silly theory about dogs is
Blue of Oklahoma City at their he said, a hose which delivers a ested in farming, who desire to
that their teeth remain in perfect
•
Cobo reduced the bonded debt in Detroit, while
• Ike brought us the highest standard of living
home here for a week.
spray 30 feet in circumference join a class in machinery repair
condition without any care on your
bonded debt in Michigan under Williamsinand
welding.
The
farm
shop
at
the
in the world!
At the annual meeting of the can be poked Into the basement
part. They do nothing of the kind.
creased
by millions!
Adult Bible class held last week and put out a fire without en- high school has two electricweld• Ike returned efficiency, integrityand dignity to
Your dog has 42 teeth (as against
ers including the new one purThursday evening the following dangeringthe firemen.
.•
Cobo
has
proved that he knows how to run
our
government!
And,
as
you
know,
ho
did
your own 32) and as a rule they
chased last summer. A third unit
officerswere elected: President,
government efficiently, economically, honaitly
remain in pretty good condition,
much
more!
may be rented to aid in the inHarvey Meyaard; vice president,
—and for ALL the peoplel
but not always. Mange and other
structionprogram and provide
Melvin Van Heukelom; treasurer, Gold Star Mothers
diseases may cause a few of them
more time for each member of the
Lloyd Kunzi and secretary Mrs. Feted by Auxiliary
to fall out. Tartar is sometimes C. Spoelman.
class to do actual work on the
likely to form on them. A dog
Mrs. George Vruggink opened Members of the Veterans of For- machines.A fee of $5 per person
reaching middle-age has a tendenher home Tuesday afternoon for a eign Wars Auxiliary honored their will be charged for the course, to
cy now and then (like middle-aged
cover the cost of materialsused
brush demonstration.
Gold Star Mothers at the regular
humans) to get pyorrhea.
In the instructionand practice sesmeeting Thursday evening at the
Once a year have a good, relisions. Classes for adult farmers in
VFW
ckib house.
able veterinarian look biter your Mrs. Maggie Brower
welding and machinery repair will
Gold Star Mothers present were
dog’s teeth and treat them if
be formed as soon as 12 or more
Mrs. June Nordhof, Mrs. Ted
Succumbs at Hospital
enroll.
they seem to need treatment.
Berkey, Mrs. Edwin John, Mrs.
The Zeeland Rotary Club held a
Don’t try so-called “home treatMrs. Maggie Brower, 75, of North Cornelia Olin and Mrs. Manley
regular noon luncheon meeting last
ments’’ on them. “See your dentist Holland (route 2, Holland), died
Looman. Unable to attend were Tuesday with president, Ford
twice a year” is a rule which can at Holland Hospital Friday
Mrs. Bertie Biggs and Mrs. George
Berghorst, presiding. Jack Boon
be modified to “once a year” for morning after a short illness.
Michmerhuizeo,Sr.
your dog. Let his dentistbe a vetMrs. Brower was bom near Mrs. John Sas, Gold Star Mother stra, program chairman,introduced the guest speaker, Major
erinarian.
North Holland to the late Mr. and chairman, made favors for the
Heidenrich
of the Air Force ReMrs. Jacob Rookus. Her husband, honored guests and presented them
NeaHy 20 vi famines that are George F. Brower, died 11 years to the mothers as gifts from the serve. He traced the growth and
known or believed to be impor- ago. She was a member of North Auxiliary.Refreshmentsduring transformation in the Air Force
from its beginning until the prestant to human well - being have Holland Reformed Church, its
the social hour featured a beauti- ent day. Major Heidenrich detailed
thus far been discovered.
missionary and aid society and fully decorated cake honoring the
the history of the Air Force, go-
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Survivingare three daughters,
Mrs. John Westrate of Hart, Mrs.
Willis Jonker and Mrs. Henry
TencHnck of North Holland; a son,
James G., of North Holland; nine
grandchildren,and two sisters,
Mrs. Minnie Geerts and Miss Hattie Rookus of Zeeland.

mothers.
ing back to the first flight by the
During the business session,Mr*. Wright brothers in 1903 and trac
Clifford Dengler reported on a ing it through until the present
meeting of women’s auxiliary rep- time.
resentatives, who planned interfraternal project* to aid Prestatie With less than six per cent of
Hois, school for retarded children. the world’s land area, the United
Next regular meeting is sched- States contains about 29 per cent
uled Oct
of the world's railway mileage.
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Mulder-Holthuis Rites Performed

150 Attend Guest Night

Meeting of

Take

CPH

Members of

Social and economicneeds of the

Initial

Ottawa County
4-H News
Camp

the executive com-

mittee of Christian Psychopathic

community were discussedat a
joint meeting of the boards of directors of the Council for Social
Agencies, Community Chest and
by Willis 8. Boss, 4-H Clab A*ent the Single SolicitationPlan MonThis week the roof will go on day night in Dutch Mill restaurant.
Bernard P. Donnelly, president
the second cibin at

Circle

Victory

Hope College climaxed its biggest Homecomingby rollmg, reel-

of the Council for Social Agencies,
wattomie. This will complete the introduced the panel consistingof
buildingat camp for this year. We Mrs. Mayo A. Hadden, Sr., direcare grateful to the Board of tor of the Bureau of Social Aid;
Mrs. James Crozier, visiting
Supervisors for the two new nurse; Miss Gladys Wiskamp,
high school girls’ counselor; Avery
D. Baker, juvenile court, and the
Many more conservation clubs Rev. Henry A. Mouw, ministerial
are organizing.The enrollments association.
are starting to come in and it
Purpose of the meeting was to
looks like we may have an in- acquaint the various boards and
Miss Lavino Jone Sleeker
crease in the project 'this year. agencies of basic needs and evalMr. and Mrs. Harold Bleeker of
The tour held on Oct. 3 helped get uate the many-sidedprogram with route 1, Hamilton, announce the
the program started." Pine Creek a view to improving se r v i c e s engagement of their daughter,
School will be taking this same where possible. As C h a 1 r m an Lavina Jane, to Donald Barkel,
tour Oct. 16. We do have a few Donnelly said, "It’s easy to carry son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Barkel,
maps and information of this tour on as before and make few mis-, 36 East 27th St.
left If any would like this mater- takes, but the time has come
Miss Bleeker has attended Wesial, we will send it upon request. when we should give all these mat- tern Michigan College and is teachters a hard look and try to chart ing at present. Mr. Barkel is a
4-H members, parents, and the way for better living.”
graduate engineer of the Michigan
friends are invited . to be guests
There was a strong feeling that College of Mining and Technology.
for the price of $1 to the football one of the greater needs in Ihis
game between MichiganState and community is some sort of family
Kansas State. The date for this counseling service,and Rev. Mouw
game will be Nov. 17. Resen a- said that the Holland Ministerial
tions should be made through the Association has been studying this
4-H Club Office. Each club should phase with a view toward estabhowever, make •arrangements for lishing some sort of service. Mrs.
their own food and transportation. Hadden suggested "buying serv-

cabins.

ses to approximately 150

members

and associate members at the annual guest night meeting Monday
Attracts
in Maple Avenue ChristianReMore than 236 Home Demon- formed Church.
The executive committee inatrationGroup members and their
cludes Mrs. Daniel Zwier, presit lends attended the annual
dent; Mrs. H. Vander Ark, vice*
Achievement Day program held at
president; Mrs. W. J. Van Dyke,
Allendale Town Hall. The program
was varied and included recogni- secretary; Mrs. C. Have man,
treasurer; Mrs. J. De Roos, astion of leaders who attendedall
sistant treasurer and Mrs. Wilmur
of the leader meetingsduring the

Crowd

ing and romping for a total of 401

Potta*

Hospital Circle No. 10 were hostes-

Achievement Day

yards in wresting a 2S-7 MIAA
victory from Adrian College before a shirtsleevedcrowd of 5,000
alumni and fans at Riverview
Park Saturday afternoon.
Although the Dutch, in chalking
up their first win of the season
and first league victory againsf
one loss, scored four times, they
muffed three other scoring oppor-

-

Masselink, assistant secetary.

past year.

Mrs. Zwier and Mrs. Vander

Music was provided by the counArk poured at a table decorated
ty chorus apd a violin solo prewith fall flowers and tall lighted
tunities.
ented by Mrs. Gerald Bos. Com
tapers.
But while the offense was havedy was provided by the skit givGuest speaker for the occasion
ing a field day, the defense was
en by members of the Rural Winwas Miss Marcia Zwierf assistant
having just as much fun cracking
ders group. Mrs. D. v C. Tanis
the Adrian backs. The Bulldogs
showed slides of the trip taken superintendentof the Children's
Retreat at Cutlerville.She spoke
end$d with a net of only 25 yards
to Hawaii and she emphasized
rushing.
how friendly the people of Hawaii of her work at the Retreat since
it opened three years ago. its acOnly through the air could Adare to their visitors.
nan make any kind of a dent,
Mrs. Thomas Kraai told about complishmentsin dealing with the
picking up 88 yards including a
her trip to the National Home mentally retarded child and plans
to build a new school. There is
30-yard TD first period pass from
DemonstrationCouncil meeting in
close to 200 at the Retreat, 75 who
quarterback Ed Sadler to end,
San Antonio.
Leon Harper. That toss was good
Mrs: Clayton Hoffman is pre- come just for day school,she said.
She also read several letters of
for the games first score and
senting her talk on "Personality^
turned out to be the only noise
gave many excellentand inspiring appreciation from parents whose
children were helped at the ReAdrian made all afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gunter Mulder
thoughts to the women so that each
Harper, an all-MIAA basketball
(Princephoto) had something to think over dur- treat.
Devotions were conducted by
player, was the best of the BullThe wedding ceremony was per- ing the coming year.
Miss Adele Holthuis.daughter of
dogs. The big 6'6” Negro, while Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holthuis of formed before a setting of autumn
Among the statements which she Mrs. John De Kruyter, wife of the
appearing to be loafing,would 44 East 17th St., and Gunter Mul- flowers and palms. Organ music made were the following: "How pastor of Maple Avenue Church,
suddenly jump up and with long, der, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman was played by Miss Jean Van Der many people have I helped today, and Mrs. Roger Pruis, accompanied by Mrs. John Kammeraad,
slim fingers snip the ball from Mulder of Nordhorn, Graafschap, Bie.
emphasizingthe faekthat we are
Attending the couple as matron not in the world for ourselves and sang two solos. Mrs. Zwier was in
the sky.
Bentheim. Germany, were marBut for Hope there were many ried on Friday, Oct. 5. in the par- of honor and best man were the it is importantthat we recognize chafge of the business session.
Guests were present from sevw-ho turned in fine performances. sonage of Immanuel Church. Dr. bride’s sister, Mrs. Peter Quakke- others and their problems.” "Aleral other circles includingCutlerIt was the left halfbacks, Ron F. S. Logsdon performed the dou- laar, and Johannes Bos.
so people may be wrong at times
For her wedding the bride chose and that is the reason for erasers ville, Eastern Avenue, Bethel
Wetherbee and Mert Vanderlind, ble ring ceremony.
who scored the touchdowms,each
surprise for the bride and a gown of lace and net, fashioned on pencils.” "We are a channel Area, West Leonard,. Neland Ave.
time ripping over the right tackle. groom was the arrival of the with standup collar, long sleeves through which God works”. "We and Seymour area, al' of Grand
Dave Kuyers, completelywhole groom's parents from Germany tapering to points over the wrists, should grow abler instead of old- Rapids and Grandville.
Next month’s meeting will feaagain, tore up the yardage getting in time for the wedding. The Mul- and full skirt. Her fingertip veil er.” "The Bible is the greatest
Hope down into the paydirt area. ders left by KLM airlines from fell from a hat trimmed with seed book on mental hygiene ever writ- ture a talk by the Rev. Elton Van
Pernis, pastor of Beechwood ReKuyers piledrived off guard, Amsterdam, landed in New York, pearls and she carried a bouquet ten.”
formed Church.
tackle and center 19 times for 125 then flew to Chicago, where they of white carnations. Her attendant

,

ices” from larger cities on such
fronts as family counseling, alcoholics treatment, and the like.
In her presentation.Mrs. Hadden
explainedfunctions of the social
aid agencies and how these services interrelatethrough old age
assistance,social security, aid to
School to discuss winter projects dependentchildren,aid to the disabled, etc.
and elect new officers.
On Thursday evening, leaders Mrs. Crozier, visiting nurse,
in the Georgetownarea are invited said many people are not aware
to attend the training meeting at what services are available on the
Georgetown School on Bauer Rd. public health front and said generyards for an average of 6.5 yards were met by Mr and Mrs. J. Vos, .wore a light blue ensemble and
All leader training meetings be- ally the health department has
of Abbotsford. B. C., Canada, uncle carried a bouquet of white roses. Pair Fined (or Hunting
per carry.
Gleaners Class Hears
been doing an excellentjob, pointAfter a small reception, the
gin at 8 p.m.
Another left halfback, Jim Men- and aunt of the bridal couple.
Ducks After Closing Time
ing out there was no diphtheria,
newlyweds
left
on
a
wedding
trip
The
Holthuis
and
Mulder
famizer, Sheybogan, Wis. freshman,
Talk to Miss Lampen
Miss Nancy Duemler
Hunting season opens this Sat- small pox or typhoid in Holland
got his first real test in the fourth lies were, until 2*-3 years ago, to Niagara Falls and Toronto,
GRAND
(Special)
Of interestto Holland friends
The Gleaners Class of Third Reurday. Many
members, last vear, and fewer polio cases
quarter and he produced 55 yards neighbors in Nordhorn, a city of Canada. For going away, the new Gary Lee Botbyl, 20, and Jeron
parents,and friendswill be hunt- than last year. In her work as announcement of the engagemi
In eight tries, favoring, too, the 40,000 where Mr. Mulder is post- Mrs. Mulder wore a black dress F. Leech, 17, both of Spring Lake, formed Church held its regular
master. Gunter Mulder left Ger- with black and white accessories. each paid 515 fine and 37.80 costs monthly meeting in the church
ing. Please observe a few simple visitingnurse, she said there is of Miss Nancy Duemler. daughter right side of the Adrian line.
rules. Following are the 10 com- a growing need for some type of of Mr. and Mrs. Walter M.
After the Adrian touchdown,the many five years ago for Canada The couple is now at home at in Justice Eva Workman’s court parlor Friday evening. Mrs. RobDuemler, Fields Ct, Grand Bulldogs didn’t sit on Hope turf with his uncle and aunt. After 168% West 16th St.
mandments of gun safety. Please visiting housekeeping service.
Wednesday on charges of shooting ert Croskery led devotions.Mrs.
Miss Wiskamp explained the Rapids, to Roger Thompson, son again.
Both the bride and groom at- ducks after the closing hour of John Kooiker, class president,conthree years«ln Canada, he returnread them and follow them. 1.
ducted the business meeting.
Trtat every gun with the respect oounsbling program and said the of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Slotman
The closest the Bulldogs came ed to Germany to visit his par- tended schools in Germany. The 5:36 p.m. EST.
school
is
primarily
concerned
with
of
Saugatuck.
Miss Nelvie Yonker, m u s i <s
due a loaded gun. ITiis is the
was their ’48 yard line midway in ents. When he returned, he relay- bride, who has lived here 2%
The pair was arrested Tuesday
Mr. Thompson served three the fourth quarter. Aiding in the ed greetings to relatives^, of the years, is an office employe. The night by state police who had teacher in the public schools,precardinal rule of gun safety. the "whole child" and in studying
the problems, some people tend to years in the Army in Alaska and
2. Carry only empty guns, taken
defensive play was the work of Holthuis family and at that time groom has been here three months been informed they were out in, a sented special music. Miss Barand is employed as a bricklayer. boat at the rear of Spring Lake bara Lampen. high school teachdown or with the action open, in- forget the large number of well since his discharge has been work- end Paul Wiegerink, who dropped met his future bride.
to your automobile,camp and adjusted and wonderful families ing for Hallacy Tire and Supply several backs for losses along with
trailerpark. When the pair re- er, who spent a year in Europe
Store in Holland.
turned about 7:45 p.m. Leech teaching in the Netherlands, told
home. 3. Always be sure that the which form the basis for the greatother front line men Ken Faber,
barrel and action are clear of ob- er share of community living. In
jumped from the boat and waded about experiences while there. Her
sub tackle John De Fouw, sub
up to his knees to shore away talk together with the picturesshe
structions.4. Always carry your facing the problems such as econcenter Gene Van Dongen and
from the officers but Botbyl stayed had taken gave a remarkable
gun so that you can control the omic cliques, Miss Wiskamp said
sub guard Don Paarlburg, who
the school has many overlapping
in the boat until It was moored. glimpse of the Dutch people and
direction of the muzzle, even if
blocked a punt that set up a
Several hours later Leech volun- their way of living.
you stumble. Keep the safety on and interlockingsituations . ."We
touchdown.
do what we can, but can’t hope to
She also showed picturesof life
tarily reported to the state police
until you are ready to shoot. 5. Be
After Adrian scored, Gerry Henreach and solve all the problems.”
in the large cities of Rotterdajpi
post.
Holland Civic Music Associasure of your target before you pull
drickson, Hope sub right halfback,
Baker explainedjuvenile court
and Amsterdam, the large dikes
the trigger. 6. Never point a gun
galloped with the kickoff back to tion's second concert .series got
functions and its exclusive juris
Trinity
Couples
Clab
and the lands where the Zuider
at anythingyou do not want to
Adrian 47, from his own nine.
off to a brilliantstart Tuesday
Rites Held Monday
dictionover all under 17 who vioZee used to be, the modern
shoot 7. Never leave your gun unEleven plays later Hope was
evening with the charming piano Has Discussion Meet
late laws. Another function is aidschools, churches, old castles, the
attended unless you unload it first.
For Episcopal Minister
home with Wetherbee,playing his
ing neglected children."One of
many monuments, the Royal Pal8. Never climb a tree or a fence
first game in two weeks, going duo of NeHon and Neal. The near
The first in a series of disthe greatest problems today is the
ace and Peace Palace.
GRAND
(Special
t
capacity
crowd
at
Civic
Center
with a loaded gun. 9. Never shoot
over off tackle from three yards
cussional meetings was held Monchap not interested in school who
Refreshments were served by
Funeral services for Dr. Frederick
at a flat, hard surface or the surout. Paul Watt missed the conver- was captivated by this combinaday night by the Trinity Couples J. Drew, 56-year-oldretired Epis- Mrs. John Vaupell and Mrs. John
wants to quit when he reaches 16
face of water. 10. Do not mix gunsion with 2:30 gone in the second
tion of rare musical genius, youth Club in the church lounge. The copalian minister who died of
and support his own car. YoungOlert.
powder and alcohol.
quarter.
and charm.
sters want recognition,and you see
Rev. John Hains led the discussion heart attack while working in his
Gene Van Dongen. Grand Haven
The two-piano team opened the
it in the long sideburns, the black
freshman, intercepted an Adrian program with a Neal arrangement on the Reformed Doctrineas re- yard in Spring Lake Thursday af- John Van Voorst, 51,r
leather jackets, tan jeans. There
vealed in the Heidelberg Cate- ternoon, were held at 10 a.m.
aerial a few plays later on the
of Bach's "Toccata and Fugue in
is a need for reaching these youngchism. A question and answer per- Monday in St. John's Episcopal Dies of Heart Attack ’
Bulldog 45 and returned to the
The Golden Chain Choir under sters before they get entangled
b minor” which was executed iod followed.
Church in Grand Haven. The
Adrian
36.
In
seven
plays
and
with
the leadership of Mrs. L. Meengs with the law, but it should be
with amazing technical accuracy.
John Van Voorst, 51, of 153 East
Devotions were led
Les church is located on Washington
3:40
to
go
in
the
first half, Vanrendered specialmusic at the Sun- something other than the court
Victor Babin's "Etude IV,” based
St. across from City Hall.
37th St., died unexpectedly of a
Klaasen.Special music was proderlind jumped over tackle for the
day evening service.Accompanist which is ’official’ and seemingly
on the familiar "Flight of the
The Rt. Rev. Dudley Barr Me heart attack in his home shortly
second Dutch score. His kick was Bumble-Bee,”was played with an vided by Bruce Kulken and Jim
was Elmer Lievense.
carries a stigma.”
Neil, bishop of the Episcopal dio- after 11 a.m. Tuesday. He had
Vande
Vusse
on
trumpets
and
Paul
blocked by Harper.
Choir meets tonightfor practice.
exceptionallydelicate touch which
cese of Western Michigan; the come home from work because of
Rev. Mouw said Holland with
Miss Arlene De Feyter
Lucas, piano.
With 2:10 to go in the third
William Browers of Holland is di- its large percentage of church goVery Rev. William C. Warner of illness and died before a doctor ^
thrilled the audience.
Mr. and Mrs. George Do Feyter
Announcement
was
made
that
quarter. Paarlburg blocked caprector.
Gra^e Episcopal Church of Hol- arrived.
"Tears,”a tender, moving piece
ers must be thankful for its good of 1419 Lakewood Blvd., announce
the Dutch couple, Mr. and Mrs. A.
tain Bob Ohrmon’s kick and guard
Andrew Feenstra.son of Mr. heritage, but the people must not
by Rachmaninoff,filled the audi- Schoens, to be sponsored by the land, and the Rev. Irving V.
Surviving are the wife; two sons,
Tom
Harris
downed
the
ball
on
and Mrs. Henry Feenstra and Miss become complacent. He pointed the engagement of their daughter,
torium with a sad beauty. Liszt's club, had obtained their visas and Shepard of Grand Haven will of- Robert and Howard; a daughter,
Esther June DeGraaf of Grand out that nationally, one-thirdof the Arlene, to James L. Prins, son of the Adrian two.
ficiate. Burial will be in Spring Elaine; four grandchildren; two
"Mephisto Waltz,” the last num- will arrive soon.
Vander Lind knifed through on
Rapids were married Friday eve- nation'swork force' today are wo- Mr. and Mrs. John Prins of 11
Lake cemetery.The body will lie brothers. Ralph ami Fred
ber on the program,was the highPlans
were
made
to
join
with
the first play and Van Dongen
ning in Grand Rapids. The Rev. men and this cannot help but West 17th St.
in state in Kinkema funeral home Voorst, and three sisters,M r s.
light of the evening. Mr. Neal’s
the Hope Church Mr. and Mrs.
missed the kick.
R DeGroot performedthe rites at create a certain sense of irresponarrangement,considered the most Club in sponsoring a Watch Night until time of services.
Leonard Fought and Frances and
The final TD came in the fourth difficult and exacting two piano
Crescent Avenue Christian re- sibility— in Holland as well as elseCornelia Van Voorst,all of Holland.
service on New Year’s Eve. Mr.
period with 3:10 gone. Again Van
formed Church. Attending the where.
versioh of this work in existence, and Mrs. Paul Vander Hill will be
The body was taken to Langeland
Chamber
Committee
Dongen interceptedan Adrian was wonderfully done. The teamwedding from here were Mr. and
Funeral Home.
chairmen.
pass, this time on the Hope 46 and
Mrs. Ernest Schut and Mr. and
work and precisionwhich went inRefreshmentswere served from Chairmen Announced
returned to the Bulldog 41. It took
Mrs. John Schreur and the family Mr. and Mrs. H. Dokter,
to this performance was breath- an attractively decorated table
the Dutch U ground plays to move
of Mr. and Mrs. H. Feenstra.
President A. G. Sail of the Holj?
Family Feted at Party
taking.
featuring Halloween motifs. Mr.
in and Wetherbee countered from
The Golden Chain Union meetThe popularity of the husband and Mrs. Herm Slager were land Chamber of Commerce retwo yards out. Wetherbee threw
ing will be held Thursday at OverA farewell family gathering was
and wife team was displayed when chairmen, assisted by Mr. and vealed the committee chairman
to Wiegerink for the extra point.
isel Reformed Church at 8 p.m. held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
appointmentsfor 1956-57 today.
they were called back for six enJohn Miedema was confined to Clarence Dokter, 114 East 33rd
A Del Grissen pass was inter- cores, including the popular "Clair Mrs. Norm Japinga and Mr. and Chairmen include:Building, L.
Mrs. Ted
\
Butterworth Hospital all last week St., Saturday night honorinrMr.
cepted by Ron Dillbone on the AdC. Dalman; City and State AfLe Lune” by Debussy and Rachdue to an accident at work in and Mrs. Henry Dokter and chilrian two to squelch one drie, Earl
fairs, W. W. Scott; Community
maninoff's "Beauty Dwells Within
which he lost one of his fingers. dren who are moving to Ft. LauWelling fumbled on the Adrian This Place.” Two encores which
Service, George Heeringa;EducaMission Circle Meets
He was expected to return home derdale, Fla., on Oct. 18.
tion, Dr. 'I. J. Lubbers;Executive,
two and the Bulldogs recovered to charmed the audience were "YanSaturday.
Sail and Harbor and Lakes, Henry
stop another possible score. The kee Doodle” as it might have been At Beechwood Church
gift was presented to the
The Children's Missionary Rally Dokters.
third time was an interceptedpass
Geerds.
composed by -Gershwinand BeetBeechwood Friendship Mission
will be held Friday afternoon at
Those present were Mr. and
Industrial,W. H. Connor; Legison the Adrian two as time ran out.
hoven. These, clever, humorous Circle met Tuesday evening at
2 p.m. in Drenthe Christian Re- Mrs. Ralph Dokter, Patsy and
lative and National Affairs,James
'Die Victory gives Hope an overnumbers added a note of fun and Beechwood Reformed Church.
formed church. Speaker will be Tommy, Mr. and Mrs. John DokTownsend; Membership,Jack
all 1-3 record.
laughter to the program.
The program featured slides and Plewes; Planning and Economic,
Miss Magdalena Koets, a Bible ter, Sally, Mary Jo, Sherwin
Hope plays at Hillsdale next SatNelson and Neal showed their
Woman and teacher in Japan who Kamphuis, Mr. and Mrs. Mariurday. The unbeaten Dales rack- sense of humor when the program music on "The Life of Christ,” M. C. Lindeman; Public Relations,
is home on furlough. All children nus Dokter, Marlene, Beverly,
ed up their 21st straight over was interntptedby the 9 p.m. cur- based on Lunds Gardens near Oscar Vanden Dooren; Retail Merof school age and Junior High are Billy, Jimmy and Linda, Mr. and
Traverse City, presented by a chants, Lew Hartzell; Rural ReAlma Saturday.
few. Startled and very much puzMrs. Clarence Dokter, Randy,
welcome.
group of women from Beechwood lations, Harry Wieskamp; Tourist
Statistics:
zled, they continued with their
The membership papers of Mar- Timmy and Chuckie, Mr. and Mrs.
and Resort, Russell ' Klaasen;
A H number after sharing a hearty Ladies Aid.
vin Koemen have been transfered Vernon Dokter, Mr. and Mrs. JasDevotions were led by Mrs. Transportation
Highways,
5
19
Miss Katherine Mae Ham
First downs
laugh with the audience.
from the local Reformed Church on Volkers, Mr. and Mrs. John
Paul Ipiaggemars and music in- John Van Dyke and National CounMr. and Mrs. Ray A. Ham of Yards rushing
25 356
to First Reformed Church in Zee- Muyskens, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 525 Van Raalte Ave., Holland, an- Yards parsing
cluded duets by Miss Marcia Gras cillor, Mayor Robert Visscher.
88
48
Dokter and Mrs. Bernard Dokter. nounce the engagement of their
land.
and Miss Sharon Koop, 'accom113 4W Missionary Addresses
Total Yardage
The C. P. H. Circle will meet Unable to attend were Bernard daughter,Katherine Mae, to Al- Passes attempted
panied,by Miss Karen Vander
20
9
Demands Examination
Third Church Guild
Friday afternoon at First Hudson- Dokter, Dick Dokter, Carla Elbers, fred Jay Bosch, son of Mr. and
Werf. Mrs. Leroy Brookhouse diad
6
3
Passes completed
ville Christian Reformed Church. Nancy Dokter and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Albert J. A. Bosch of route
charge of the spirituallife topic, On ManslaughterCount
3
Passes intercepted
2
A meeting of the W o m e n’ s
The Men’s Brotherhood met Mon- Henry Telgenhof.
"All Out for Souls,” and alsa read
During th« time that H has been my %
1, Zeeland.
5
1
Fumbles
Guild
of
Third
Reformed
Church
day night for the first meeting of
privilege to serve YOU as your ConGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
a poem, "Just Suppose."
4
2
Fumbles recovered
was held Monday evening in the
the season. A series of interest- Man Found Guilty
Mrs. Elton Van Pernis, presi- Robert P. Avery, 21, Grand Hav- gressman in Washington,thousandsoi
5-128 1-42 Fellowship Hall. Mrs.
Punts
Miss Sybesma Hostess
ing "Biblical Topics” has been
dent,
conducted the business meet- en, was taken into custody by individuals have sought my assistance
40
70 Stephenspresided at the business
Penalties
planned for discussion plus spe- Oi Reckless Boating
ing and Mrs. Clarence Overbeek state police Tuesday and charged at times when they have become enFor Sorority Luncheon
Lineups:
meeting. Devotions were led by
tangled in Federal red tape.
cial speakers. This group meets
with manslaughteras the result of
gave the closing prayer.
Hope
Mrs. Andrew Vollink who emphaGRAND HAVEN (Special)
It has always been my thought that
tho first and third Monday during
Following the Hope College
Hostesses
Mesdames
a
fatal crash early Saturday mornEnds
Hilmert. Wiegerink, sized Christ’s commission to His
After deliberatingless than a half Homecoming parade Saturday, a
the forthcoming months.
Donald
Prins,
Kenneth
Harper,
ing in Spring Lake which claimed it was a function oi the Congressional
Rottschaffer,,
Menning, Bronson,
disciplesto "go into all the world
office to representindividuals in my
The Men’s Society of the Chris- hour, a Circuit Court jury Mon- luncheon for Thesaurian sorority
Joe Highstreet, Arnold Sloothaak, the life of Ronald Cammenga, 17Coulson, Beuker.
District as well as the people generally,
and preach.”
tian Reformed Church met Tues- day afternoonfound Robert J. alumnae was held at the home of
ClarenceOverbeek and Cornelius year-old son of the Rev. and Mrs. and have always endeavored to the
Peelen, Ter
Tackles
M.
Mrs.
Nelson
Karsten,
program
Ruschmann,
57,
Grand
Rapids,
day evening. They are studying
Miss Adeline Sybesma, 1331 BayAlbert Cammenga of Grand Rap- best of my ability to give what aid I
Molen, G. Peelen, Zwemer, De- chairman, introduced Mrs. Jacob Israels.
lessons in the September Federa- guilty of the reckless operation ot view Ave.
could, and to help those in trouble.
fouw,
J.
De
Witt.
Holler who spoke on her work in
tion Messenger.Joseph Steenwyk a motor boat. This was an appeal
Miss Sybesma was assisted by
Arraigned in Municipal Court, Ask some friend or neighbor who
Guards
Cantos, Raber, Basrah, Arabia. Mrs. Holler is a Marriage Licenses
from
a
convition
In
justice
court
introduced the after - recess topic
other alumnae members. The sordemanded examination has called on me. and you will find
nurse and her husband an educaOttawa County
"How we Became Christian Re- Sept. 13, when Ruschmann was ority's colors,red and gray, were Harris, Paarltoerg.
which
was
set Oct. 26 at 2 p.m. that regardless oi his -political affiliaCenters — E. De Witt, Brook tor. She has served in the Arabian Calvin Langejans, 19, and
sentenced to pay $65 fine and $16- effectivelyused in table decoraformd".
Unable to provide $1,000 bond, he tion, his position in the community or
stra,
Van
Dongen.
field
for
eight
years.
.80
costs.
Monday
afternoon
the
Yvonne Tubergen,19, both of Hoi was committed to the county jail. his economic status, he has promptly
tions. Red carnations were given
Mr. and Mrs. Berens and son
Backs
Grissen,Vanderlind,
On display in the room were land.
from Bentheim were Sunday even- court assessed him $100 fine and to each guest.
Avery is a private first class in received whatever service 1 could give,
More than 20 former sorority Watt; Kuyers, Rupp, Wetherbee, dozens of Christmas presents to
ing visitors with Mr. and Mrs. $50 costs.
the U. S. Marine Corps. He was and I believe he will recommend me
Menzer,
Welling,
Hendrickson.
be
sent
to
the
East
Harlem
ProThe alleged offense occurred members were present.They
Harvard Berens.
driving a car belonging to Donald for re-election.
Pedestrian
Hit
by
Car
Adrian
testant Reformed parish in
July 21, 1956 when Ruschmann's made plans for future homecomJ. Mergener of Grand Haven.
If re-elected,I will continue to give
Mrs.
Jennie
Mulder,
75,
of
249
Ends — Harper, Ohrman, Pavel- York City.
cruiser allegedlycame within four ing events and, in a business sesThe manslaughterwarrant was impartial assistance to every individual
West
17th
St.,
today
is
in
good
Suffers Amputation
Tea
was
served
from
a
beautifeet of the craft of Leo E. Earle, sion, elected Miss Sybesma as pre- ko, Elliott.
issued by ProsecutorJames W. in the District who needs the services
Wyler, Zupko, Staf- fully appointed table by the re- condition at Holland Hospital with
Mrs. John Casemier, 32, 230 route 2, Spring Lake, swamped the sident and Miss Loretta Tucker Tackles
of a Representative in Washington.
freshmentcommittee consistingof a fractured right leg received Bussard.
Woodward Ave., Zeeland, today is Earle boat, frighteningMrs. Earl as secretary of the alumnae ford, Gascon, Me Lain.
Sincerely,
In good conditionat Holland Hospi- and their three children, ages 6, group.
Guards — Melin, Hall, Colburn, the Mesdames Jacob H o b o c k, when she was hit by a car at 17th
Parents Night scheduled for
Russell Klaasen. Clarence Klaasen St. and Van. Raalte Ave. Tuesday
tal recovering from injuries she re- 4 and
----- Taylor.
• CURE E. HOFFMAN
Oct. 22, and all other Boy Scout
ceived at Holland Die Casting Co.
and Johgt
. afternoon. Driver of the car was
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Vander Centers — Pahlau, Miller.
Your Repreeentative
activities of troop 30, Harrington
elina
McCord,
32,
of
236
West
Tuesday. She lost the left thumb
Backs — Sadler, DiHjorne, Keeducks build their nests In Haar, Paul Jnd kuth Ann, left
School,
have
been
cancelled
until
St. Police continued their inNewborn babies average 113 miand her right thumb to the first
trees or old woodpecker today for N*v Jersey for a 10- ler, Glover, Grant, Shannon,.Meafurther noticet .
tion today.
sures, Hobart, Schuneman, Geer. nutes of crying every 24 hours.
day visit wi( relatives.

On Tuesday night, Oct. 16. leaders in the Coopersvilie District
met at the high school. New officers were elected and winter
projects were discussed.
A meeting will be held in the
Holland area tonight at Waverly
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